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Dukes plunder Buccaneers 32-27
JMU upsets No. 7 ETSU
in Bridgeforth opener
by Seth Burton
assistant sports editor
While fireworks illuminated
the sky following the Dukes 3227 upset win over No. 7 East
Tennessee State University, it
was Delvin Joyce and a tough
JMU defense that really lit up
Bridgeforth Stadium Saturday
night.
There were a host of key contributors for the Dukes, but Joyce
shined the brightest, racking up
321 multi-purpose yards, a new
Bridgeforth Stadium record.
While Joyce got the Dukes on
the board first, electrifying the
packed Bridgeforth crowd with a
63-yard touchdown reception
just 44 seconds into the game, the
defense closed things out.
"It came down to the defense,"
senior free safety Tony Booth
said. "That's the way you want
it."
After a 29-yard Nelson Gamer
field goal gave the Dukes a 32-27

lead with three minutes left in the
game, East Tennessee began their
final drive trying to take their
first lead of the game.
The Buccaneers, who rushed
for 260 yards behind their mammoth offensive line, attempted to
pound away at the Dukes.
For three straight plays, the
JMU defensive line held strong,
setting up fourth down and oneyard to go for East Tennessee
from their own 29-yard line.
The Buccaneers brought tail
back Brian Edwards up the middle, where he was stuffed by
Derrick Ball and a host of Dukes,
touching off a wild celebration by
the defense and a boisterous
home crowd.
JMU head coach Alex Wood
said, "The fourth and one is the
play I want to remember. We
came up with the big play on
defense when we needed it.
"If they had converted on
see DUKES page 2

MELISSA PALLADlNO/senior photographer

The Dukes pile onto an unfortunate Buccaneer Saturday. Senior free safety Tony Booth finished the game
with 11 tackles, senior linebacker Marcus Ordonez had 18 and senior linebacker Doug Bigelow had 13.

JMU not immune from national
suicide trends among students
by Brad Jenkins
staff writer
The national suicide rate among college students is one suicide per 10,000 students annually,
according to the Student Affairs Journal, and JMU
is not immune from this trend.
While the case of a 19-year-old student jumping from the Port Republic Road overpass Sept. 5
has not been classified a suicide, the student said
he purposely jumped off the overpass,
Harrisonburg Police Sgt. Richard Sites said. The
student jumped into the northbound lane of
Interstate 81 at 11:30 a.m. An oncoming tractortrailer swerved and missed the student.
The student was unconscious for about three
minutes, Sites said. When he gained consciousness, "There was not a lot of emotion or motion,"
Sites said.
The student was taken to Rockingham
Memorial Hospital and later flown to the
University of Virginia Medical Center.
Director of Public Safety Alan MacNutt said
JMU keeps no records of suicides or attempted
suicides. "We don't have many [suicides]," he
said.

Director of Media Relations Fred Hilton estimated there is about one suicide every three to four
years here.
Virginia Wright, director of UVa.'s suicide prevention program, said UVa. does not keep suicide
statistics either, but it will soon start because of its
new suicide prevention program.
Laura Massie, George Mason University
spokesperson, said GMU has had one suicide since
1988. Despite beliefs that the College of William &
Mary has one of the highest suicide rates in the
nation, Bill Walker, W&M director of media relations, said there have been five suicides in the past
30 years. Calling the notion that suicides is common at W&M a "rumor," Walker said there is "no
basis for this."*
Depression and emotional problems remain
Issues among JMU students, Linda Locher, director
of the counseling and student development center,
said. On average, nearly 700 JMU students seek
individual therapy every year. Another 250 attend
group therapy.
"Most universities see from seven to 15 percent
of their student body in counseling," Locher said.
see SUICIDE page 2

HPD says alleged rape
at PiKA may be 'unfounded'
by Courtney A. Crowley
neios editor
A rape incident report filed
Sept. 7 will probably be unfounded, according to the Harrisonburg
Police Department.
When a case is unfounded, it
means the police have checked
out the alleged incident in question; if they don't find sufficient
evidence that any criminal activity occurred, a case becomes
unfounded.
"Probably [because of) the way
the case is covered, [the incident
report] will be unfounded," Lt. Al
McDorman, of the Harrisonburg
Police Department,
said.
McDorman refused further comment.
A 19-year-old non-student
from New Jersey filed the report
at 6:28 a.m. Sept. 7 after she was
allegedly raped by an acquaintance at the Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity house, located at 1165
Harrison St., the previous
evening.

In Thursday's issue of The
Breeze, Sgt. Richard Sites, HPD
spokesman, said, "We don't have
enough [evidence] to obtain
arrest warrants at this point without the victim wishing to prosecute in this specific case."
Brian McKone, president of the
JMU chapter of Pi Kappa Alpha,
said, "The alleged incident
involved an individual who is an
inactive alum of our chapter."
Chuck Hunt, director of services at Pi Kappa Alpha's national headquarters, reacted to the
probability of the case being
unfounded with no comment.
"I believe everything's been
taken care of. There is no need [to
further comment on this issue],"
he said.
McKone spoke on behalf of the
JMU chapter of Pi Kappa Alpha.
"... we would like the JMU community to know that Pi Kappa
Alpha has always, and will continue to, provide a safe and comfortable environment for our
friends and guests," he said.
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Sophomore quarterback Greg Maddox (•M»JWgy»*gL* E?
during Saturdays night game at Bridgeforth Stadium. The Dukes prevailed over the Buccaneers 32-27.

"Greg got us in the right
place," Wood said. "He threw the
ball well and made some plays
himself."
Maddox finished 12-23 for 269
yards and two touchdowns. He
said, "We just tried to take what
the defense gave us."
In the third quarter with the
Dukes holding on to a 23-18
lead, the Buccaneer defense gave
up a 51-yard touchdown pass to
freshman wide receiver Earnest
Payton. Maddox found Payton
on the right side, and he gathered
the ball and took off for the end
zone.
Payton said, "I didn't expect it
to go all the way. I just started

running for my life. Like Forrest
Gump, I just started running."
The Buccaneers got a touchdown run from Brandon Walker
and a Jerry Chapman field goal
in the fourth quarter before the
JMU defense clamped down.
Booth, who grabbed an interception in the second quarter, finished with 11 tackles, while
senior linebacker Marcus
Ordonez led the team with 18.
Senior linebacker Doug Bigelow
added 13 tackles.
Wood said, "This was a total
team win. We did well on special
teams and offense and good
enough on defense to get us a
win."

It was on special teams where
Joyce made his biggest impact
darting in and out of opposing
players before exploding int0
the open field.
Joyce finished with 181 return
yards.
Payton said, "[Joyce] is incredible, the guy is amazing."
The Dukes return to action
Sept. 20 at 6 p.m. at Bridgeforth
Stadium against the University
of Massachusetts Minutemen
and are looking to take the
momentum gained from beating
a top-ranked opponent into their
conference play.
Wood said, "This was a great
confidence builder. We made the
improvement from week one to
week two like we said we had to.
Now we/ve got to continue to
improve;"
The Dukes gained 35 more
yards rushing against the
Buccaneers then they did against
Ball State, and almost every statistical category showed the
improvement that having one
game under the belt brings.
Booth said, "Last Saturday,
that was our break-in game."
Maddox agreed, as he said
"The young guys now know
what it takes to win a college
football game."
With Atlantic 10 conference
play looming in the weeks
ahead, experiencing a win is an
invaluable lesson for the young
Dukes.
Maddox said, "I think this attitude will carry into our conference play."

Suicide.
continued from page 1
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that, who knows," he said.
There were no lack of big
plays on offense, starting with
Joyce's 63-yard touchdown. On
the Dukes' next possession, Joyce
returned the Buccaneer punt 31yards to the ETSU 23-yard line.
Five plays later, freshman Zeb
Clark barreled into the end-zone
for his first JMU touchdown,, giving the Dukes a quick 14-0 lead.
JMU sophomore quarterback
Greg Maddox said, "The key
was that we got two touchdowns
early. That gave us more confidence."
The lead didn't last long, however, as the Buccaneers charged
back with their vaunted running
attack. Edwards, who rushed for
142 yards, got East Tennessee on
the board with a 17-yard run on
the Buccaneers next possession
with six minutes left in the first
quarter.
The Buccaneers cut the lead to
two on their next possession with
another grueling drive which
ended with quarterback Todd
Wells scoring a touchdown on a
one-yard run as time ran out in
the first quarter.
Wood said, "We couldn't stop
them all day. We had to make
some adjustments on the run."
The Dukes made the proper
defensive adjustments, but it was
the offense who continued to
make the big plays, as Maddox
hit freshman wide receiver
Lindsay Fleshman for a 25-yard
gain and then scored on a naked
bootleg to put the Dukes up 20-12
to start off the second quarter.

10
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16
19
27
31

CORRECTION

In the Sept. 11 Breeze, the
article "Police note increase
in 'aggressive' parrv-goers"
shou Id have read tne open
forum panel discussion
scheduled for Tuesday, Sept.
28 in Grafton-Stovall Theatre
is sponsored by the Fall Arts
ana Science Symposium.
The Breeze regrets the
error.

About seven percent of JMU students are
in counseling. "The statistics for our campus
[of nearly 13,000 students) are somewhat
similar to a small town or community,"
Locher said.
Two percent of students counseled at JMU
are dealing with the desire to commit suicide.
"Suicidal people aren't attracted to
death," Locher said. "They don't want to
die. They just want to stop the pain."
The problem of suicide is not restricted to
JMU. Wright said, "It's usually not one thing
that causes a student to commit suicide. It's
a convergence of factors."
Before a student reaches the point of considering suicide, depression is usually present. Locher attributes depression in college
students to developmental issues.
"Students are defining themselves as individuals," she said. "It's a major developmental passage."
Issues like being away from family, struggling with sexuality and dealing with financial responsibilities can weigh heavily on a
student. "It's like living in molasses," she
said.
JMU and other Virginia universities have
developed methods to help students deal
with the emotional problems they have.
At JMU's Counseling and Student
Development Center, counselors are available for short-term sessions. Students may
also be referred to other counseling centers

in Harrisonburg, Locher said.
There is a counselor on call at all times,
Locher said. "We know that students deal
with problems other than from 8 a.m. to 5
p.m., Monday through Friday," she said.
If students need emergency counseling,
they can call Campus Police, who will then
contact the on-call counselor to talk students
through their problems.
One student who used JMU's counseling
center said it was effective. "I needed someone who wasn't in my situation, someone
who could be impartial," said the student,
who spoke on the condition of anonymity.
UVa. implemented a suicide prevention
program last year. Wright said the program
was the inspiration of Lyle Clay, a UVa. Law
School graduate ('48).
"Growing up, [Clay] had a very close
friend who in 1957 committed suicide while
they were both at the university," Wright
said. Clay donated the funds and named the
center the Harrison Bowne "Tersh" Smith
Counseling Center after his deceased friend.
The UVa. center educates students about
suicide and conducts research and aids
counselors in recognizing if a student is suicidal.
"The more we know about [suicide], the
more we can teach people to recognize it,"
Wright said.
Like JMU, UVa. also has a counselor oncall at all times.
Walker said faculty education at W&M is

part of the community approach to counseling. "Compared with other universities, we
have very small classes, and it's easily spotted," he said. W&M has about 7,700 students.
According to Massie, similar programs
are in place at GMU, including "Managing
Moods and Depression," which is geared
toward students who have experienced continuous or recurring depression.

"The good news is if
you're dealing with
depression, it s treatable.
Go see someone.
Something can be
done."
Linda Locher
director. Counseling and Student r^velc^mentCenier

At JMU, Locher said the most important
thing for emotionally distressed students to
do is get help quickly. "The good news is if
you're dealing with depression, it's treatable," she said. "Go see someone.
Something can be done."
Students who need counseling can seek help
from the Counseling and Student Development
Center at x6552.
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CISAT building debuts with minor difficulties
Students, faculty give facility's extra
space, equipment rave reviews
As with all major construction
by Brianne Russell
projects, problems and slight setcontributing writer
backs delayed construction of the
Despite minor difficulties new building.
Program director Richard
with the newly constructed
Roberds
said some of the combuilding for the College of
puterized
overhead projection
Integrated Science and Technolsystems
in
the building did not
ogy, students are generally
pleased with the space available initially work, forcing the purchase of traditional white boards
in the $18.1 million facility.
"The computer systems did and overhead projectors.
"It is difficult to jump into
take a while to start working,"
new
teaching methods all in one
senior computer science major
time
period," Roberds said, referJennifer Eye said, but she feels
ring
to
the projection problem.
the facility's extra space is benefiRoberds
urged professors not
cial.
to
abandon
the "tried and true"
Inadequate classroom space
on JMU's west campus prompted methods used in the past.
The difficulties have not
construction of the building in
March 1995. During this con- deterred students and faculty
struction period, students attend- from using the new technology.
The building, with various
ed classes in trailer modules.
lounges
and study areas, was
"Literally because of the
deliberately
designed for stugrowth of the program and the
general growth of JMU's student dents to meet in small groups
body, we were in need of a new and congregate in hallways.
Also enhancing the program
building," CISAT Dean Jackson
is
an
advanced computer netRamsey said. There are now
more than 600 ISAT majors and work.
Junior ISAT major Chris Cady
300 computer science majors
is
impressed
with the new equipsharing the new facility.

FILE PHOtip

The most recent addition to the CISAT neighborhood, located across Interstate 81, boasts the latest
technology, including an advanced computer newtork. rt also houses old-fashioned study lounges.

ment and the reasonable speed of
the facility's construction. "I feel
like a real student now that I
have an actual building to go to,"
Cady said.
Although some equipment
will be obsolete in years to come
due to advances in technology

and software improvements,
Ramsey said money is budgeted
for CISAT to modernize the center's equipment each year.
Further construction is underway on east campus for residence
and dining halls. Two of the
seven dorms planned will be

complete Fall 1999, Ramsey said.
A student activity building with
a cafeteria and meeting rooms is
also slated for construction.
There are also plans for a road
to University Blvd., so major bus
routes can replace the temporary
bus service from Godwin.

Activities, education on menu when
Campus Safety Day appears Wednesday
by Alison Manser
contributing writer
The Office of Public Safety will hold campus's first public safety day Wednesday from
9 a.m. to 3 p.m. on the commons.
"We want to make the campus community more aware of what our office can do for
them besides just registering bikes and cars,"
Officer Peggy Campbell said.
In addition to overseeing campus police,
the Office of Public Safety, which is open 24
hours a day, also has a vehicle lock-out service, vehicle and bicycle registration, cadet

will be held in Taylor Hall, room 405. There is
no registration fee for the workshops.
Lt. Christopher Coverstone will discuss
crime prevention methods at the "Crime
Prevention" workshop and Campbell will
teach self-defense moves at the "R.A.D."
workshop.
Alan MacNutt, director of public safety,
said, his office and the University Training
Center/Human Resources jointly planned the
event.
"Helen Shipe and Officer Campbell of our
office were the driving forces behind this
event," he said.
This Wednesday will be the first of what
both organizations hope will become an
annual event.
Also on the commons, other campus organizations will have demonstrations and displays on alcohol awareness, bicycle safety,
campus bicycle patrol, emergency phones,
fire prevention, railroad safety and automobile safety.
In addition, there will be a maintenance
mechanic on-hand to answer questions about
changing flat tires and how to properly use
jumper cables.
Students can sign up for Operation ID., a
service that gives students a chance to register
their valuable belongings if an item is stolen,
police will have a record of the item. There is
no fee for this service.
The Office of Public Safety will also run a
free bicycle and vehicle registration all day. In
order to register your bike or car, bring personal identification and the bike serial number or vehicle registration card.
Shipe said, "We hope this day will
enhance awareness of the positive services
THOMAS SCMMgrophics editor that the Public Safety Office provides."

service and maintains all alarms on campus
including fire and burglary. The office also
serves as on-call maintenance when the facilities management department is closed.
All employees are trained by Virginia
State Police.
Helen Shipe, a dispatcher at the Office of
Public Safety, said, "This day is a positive
way for us to interact with the JMU community. Safety is a big issue on campus."
Two 50-minute workshops are also scheduled for Wednesday. "Rape Aggression
Defense Systems," from 10 a.m. to 1 p.m., and
"Crime Prevention," from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m.,

Public Safety Pay
Sept. 17, 9 a.m. - 3 p.m. on the commons
(rain location: Godwin Gym A)

Pea-i-u^mg:
•Vehicle registrations (iD/veh.reg: needed)
•Bike registration

«D/serial*

needed)

•Guest speakers

^

•Workshops (RADS / crime prevention)

•Displays/demonstrations
•Door prizes

—

by Neal Crovo
police reporter
Campus police report the following:
Possession of Marijuana
• Two students were placed under
investigation for possession of
mariuana in Spotswood HaH at 10:47
p.m. Sept 11.
Grand Larceny
• Unidentified individuate allegedly
removed the memory module from a
Simm-printed circuit board in
Harrison Hall at 10:14 am. Sept. 9.

The module is valued at $560.
• Unidentified individuals allegedly
stole two S% 3* signs from Bridgeforth
Stadium at 2:11p.m. Sept 9.
The signs are valued at $300
each.
• Unidentified individuals allegedly
stole a student's wallet containing a
Virginia driver's license, Social
Security card, birth certificate, and
credit cards from the second floor of
Harrison HaH at 1:11 p.m. Sept 10.
Petty Larceny
• Unidentified individuals allegedly
stole $60 from a wallet in a backpack
stored in a Godwin HaB locker at 9:42
am. Sept 10.

Number of drunk in public charges
since June 4:13
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Center for Multimedia available to students
by Liz Cothen
contributing writer
JMU students now have limited access
to the Center for Multimedia facilities,
located in the basement of Carrier Library,
during evening hours.
Sharon Pitt, CMM director since last
February, said she "wanted to fill in a perceived gap in multimedia services for students."
The center is available by appointmentto students from 5:30 p.m. to 9:00 p.m.

Monday through Thursday for work on
class and community projects.
"I don't think there is a university-wide
center for multimedia development," Pitt
said. Therefore, students might benefit
from the facility's resources, which are not
constantly in use.
Zach Grieco, school of media arts and
design lab assistant, said the SMAD lab
already has the same equipment as CMM
but only in limited quantity.
Resources at the center include project
stations with film recording, CD mastering, audio/video editing
and slide and flatbed
image scanning. Also
available are Teaching
and Learning Technology
Macs, personal computer
labs and a digital camera.
Linda Carrier, CMM
manager, said the center is
rnot to be used for "word
processing, checking email or [internet] surfing."The center is to be
used for class and community projects.
CMM's web page states
students wanting to make
appointments must specify the project station they
wish to use and the times
N»^
they wish to use it.
^Ow^
If the staff feels after
^J^ this semester that opening
^^B the center to students is
-» more trouble than it's

CHRISTINE hVftSTIamtributinx photographer
(above) W6enter for Multimedia is located in the basement of Carrier Library,
(left) Student assistant Daniel Croft works at a computer In the lab.

worth, the center will revert to a facultyonly facility.
Pitt said she hopes this does not happen, because she believes available multimedia facilities for students "is a great
need at this university."
However, added hours are already a
stress op staff.
"We are squeaking by," Pitt said. "We
have less student associates per hour than

we used to. If usage increases, we may
need more staff."
Full-time staff will not be available to
students during evening hours, but Pitt is
"hoping that the student associates will be
available."
"This is a situation where we are allowing faculty resources to be used by students," Pitt said. "This is not [exclusively]
a student center."

Big budget school districts Gravel pathway
miss the mark in Virginia only temporary
AP/newsfinder
news service
ROANOKE — You don't
need big-city schools with bigcity budgets and dozens of educational programs to produce top
test scores.
Students in small towns and
rural counties in Virginia can
compete with the richest of
schools.
Just ask school officials in
Patrick, Craig and Highland
counties. Or in cities such as
Radford and Salem. Or West
Point, a King William County
town with fewer than 3,000 people.
Sixth-graders in these localities had some of the top pass
rates in Virginia on this year's
state Literacy Passport Tests.
Patrick County's rate was 94.5
percent — the highest in the state.
"In small communities, everyone knows everyone, and teachers know where students live,
how they've done in school, and
where they might need help,"
Wendell Smith, director of
instruction for Patrick County,
said. "It's more of a human thing
and less of an assembly line."
The average for all 133 school

divisions was 68.3 percent. The
state average has fluctuated
between 65 percent and 72 percent since the test began eight
years ago.
Students must pass all three
parts of the test — math, reading
and writing — before they can be
classified as ninth-graders or
above and eventually receive a
high school diploma.
Seven of the top 10 localities
have fewer than 4,000 students,
including three with fewer than
1,000.
Patrick County has 2,600 students and ranks 82nd in size.
Highland County, the smallest school system in the state,
with fewer than 400 students,
had the seventh-highest pass
rate.
Fairfax County, the largest
and one of the most affluent
school divisions, is No. 9 on the
list of the 10 localities with highest pass rates. Fairfax has 140,000
students — more than four times
the combined enrollment of the
other nine localities in the top 10.
Fairfax's pass rate was 82.4
percent, but the rate in most suburban counties was more than 20
points below Patrick County's
94.5 percent.

In Patrick County, the passport test is a priority for the community — from the school board
and school administrators to
teachers, students and parents,
Smith said.
The county's schools provide
tutorial help as early as the second and third grades, Smith said.
Children are tested on basic skills
in the early elementary grades,
and community volunteers work
with those who need special
attention, he said.
Cameron Harris, assistant
superintendent for assessment
and reporting for the state
Department of Education, said
students in small school divisions
tend to be in small classes and
probably get more individual
attention than their counterparts
in large school districts.
But the state has not done
research on why pass rates are
higher in many small school divisions, Harris said. Some large
localities also have small classes
with low student-teacher ratios,
but their pass rates are not as
high as the small communities,
she said.
School officials in some school
see SCHOOLSpage 9

eye on it," Auckland said.

by Katie Wilmeth

Dale Lunsford, project manager of facilities planning and
Loose gravel on the pathway construction, said the loose
in front of Wilson Hall now gravel is necessary to keep tar
temporarily replaces the pave- off pedestrians' shoes.
"Gravel is probably better
ment from past years.
than
getting tar on your shoes,"
The pathway from Varner
House to Maury Hall was torn he said.
Over the years, the universiup over the summer to lay new
ty
has made many pipe and
water lines under the path.
drainage
repairs under the pathOnce workers installed the
way.
pipes last summer, they laid tar
Each time, workers ripped
on the pathway and rolled loose
gravel over it, Jim Auckland, up part of the road and
director of facilities manage- restored it. This time, they will
make a uniform surface because
ment, said.
Eventually, students walking they tore up the whole pathon the path will embed the way, Auckland said.
Workers also lowered the
gravel into the tar. Then workpath
two to three inches to
ers will sweep the remaining
restore
it to its original level for
stones away. The tar must harden before maintenance work- drainage purposes.
Lunsford said the new water
ers can sweep off the loose
pipes
will provide an increased
gravel to keep the tar intact, he
supply
to fire hydrants on
said.
Greek
Row,
the new sprinkler
Auckland said he hopes
system
for
Converse
Hall and
maintenance will be able to
the
Bluestone
dorms
as
they are
sweep the gravel sometime in
the fall when the weather is renovated.
The new water lines and
cooler.
sewer
lines cost $450,000.
In warmer temperatures, the
Workers
also replaced the sewer
tar doesn't harden; but rises
instead.
see PATHWAY page 9
"We'll just have to keep an
contributing writer
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Full Line Of:
•Clothing
•accessories
•parts

cannandale

CYCLEWORKS

UREC Apparel
Fall Line Spccdo Swimwear
Vitamins/Supplements
Enemy Bars: Tigers Milk
LearTMass, Promax Shots
Women's JMU Aetive Wear
Power Gel, Clif Shots
Plus: Swim Goggles, Racquetballs, Snacks,
Workout Equipment, Mr. J's Bagels,
Greeting Cards, Drinks, Magazines & Locks

This Weeks Special

Check Out Our

774 K Market St.
Harrisonburg, VA 22801

(540) 432-0280

20oz Gatorade Sports Drink

•winter
clothing
•helmets
•shoes
•lights

$1.09
Save .30 cents
More Ways To Pay...

Tune-ups and Repairs

vmtflKuginiHI

§piwrifeytfe
o
TO Senvitoe

Build Your Skills
To get over the

INTERVIEW HURDLE

SICN-UP IN
SONNER 206

Participate in the

MOCK INTERVIEW PROGRAM
Tuesday & Wednesday, September 23 & 24,1997

What is a Mock Interview^

A mock interview is a chance to practice and perfect your interview skills with real employers or staff of the Office of
Career Services. It is the perfect opportunity to receive feedback on strengths and weaknesses and tips for improvement
Interviews are 30 minutes in length; 20 minutes of interview followed by a 10 minute feedback session.

How Should I Prepare?
>
>
>
'

Dress professionally, as you would for an actual interview.
Bring a copy of your resume, it will help the interviewer give you more specific feedback.
Please be prompt: late arrivals may forfeit theif interview time.
If you need to cancel, please give at least 24 hours notice.

What I'm Not a Business Major?
It doesn't matter! There will be numerous mock interviews specifically oriented towards non-business fields No matter
where you look for a job, you will need to interview.
HI KKY! The sign-up deadline is September 1:
Participating Employers

First Union
,

Enterprise

Sprint

Wallace

AMS

IBM

I
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Right around the
The month that kids age 9-13 start to think of the
things they would like to get as presents for
Christmas or Hanukkah:

it American Criminal Justice Association meeting, Taylor
Hall, rm. 306,6:15 p.m.
it Science Fiction/Fan tasty Guild meeting, Taylor Hall,
rm. 402,7 p.m. Details: CC, 574-4704.
* Students for Camp Heartland meeting, Taylor Hall,
rm. 306,7 p.m. Details: Celeste, 574-3418.
* Bible study, presented by Catholic Campus Ministry,
CCM House, 7 p.m. Details: Mimi, 433-8059.
it Pre-Law Society meeting, Corner Pocket, Taylor Down
Under, 7-9 p.m. Details: Shawn, 801-0326.
it Bluestone meeting, Anthony-Seeger Hall, rm. 217,
8:30 p.m. Details: Rachel, x6541.
it Alternative Spring Break Leader meeting, Taylor Hall,
rm. 400,9-11 p.m. Details: Community Service-Learning,
x6366.

TUESDAY

16

it AED Prernedical Society meeting, Burruss Hall, rm. 31,
7 p.m.
it CARE meeting, Taylor Hall, rm. 309,7 p.m.
* College Republicans meeting, Taylor Hall, rm. 400,
7:30 p.m. Details: Dave, 432-1434.
it Bible study, presented by Canterbury Episcopal
Campus Ministry, Canterbury House, 7-8 p.m. Details:
Martha, x5462.

WEDNESDAY

17

it Public Safety Day, the commons, 9 a.m.-3 p.m.
it Elizabeth B. Neatrour, professor of Russian and
French, presents "Inside the New Russia," Hillcrest
House, 12-1 p.m. Details: x6953.
« Natural Highs meeting, Taylor Hall, rm. 302,7 p.m.
Details: Kara, 433-5340.
it Evening prayer, sponsored by CCM, CCM House,
9:30 p.m. Details: Mimi, 433-8059.

THURSPAV

18

it EARTH meeting, Taylor Hall, rm. 309,5-6:30 p.m.
Details: Liz, x7877.
it Fellowship and praise, sponsored by Baptist Student
Union, BSU Center, 5:30 p.m. Details: BSU Center,
434-6822.
# Prime Time, sponsored by Campus Crusade for Christ,
Highlands Room, Warren Campus Center, 8 p.m.

YEARBOOK PICTURES!
SEPT. 2i-i6, SEPT. 19-OCT. 5, OCT. 6-10

MONPAYS: 1-6 P.M.
TUESDAYS-FRIDAYS: 10 A.M.-6 P.fA.
TAYLOR HALL, RM. 305
CALL X6541 FOR DETAILS!

Painting of Jesus, devil at table with
body parts causes uproar at showing

"Outrageous Olympics" sport mud —
not medals — at Virginia Wesleyan

CHICAGO, 111. — Hulbert Waldroup put his thoughts
on canvas — a painting of Jesus and the devil sitting at a
table laden with a bowl of eyeballs, a severed leg roast
garnished with pineapple and ear kabobs.
Dozens who saw "The Devil's Palace" at a show at a
state government building this week complained and
asked for it to be removed. Organizers of the show at the
James R. Thompson Center complied.
Waldroup said his stand, easels and several other
paintings were taken by show officials and security
guards, but he managed to hang onto the controversial
painting.
He returned Friday and propped the painting against a
wall. He was immediately surrounded by gawkers —
some outraged, some amused and some just curious.
"It really, really is gross ... but I think it should be
displayed," said Babette Johnson of Chicago. "This is
about freedom of expression."
One woman took Waldroup's hands in her's and said,
"Be careful, this is your soul." Said Joe Prozanski of
Chicago, "I'd like to buy the picture and destroy it."
Waldroup, 30, said the inspiration for his painting
came from a trip to Israel two years ago.
"I saw hatred, I saw violence and bloodshed, all in the
name of religion," said Waldroup, who added he believes
in God but not organized religion.
The show was organized by the American Society of
Artists, which decided what to exhibit after viewing
samples. "The Devil's Palace" was not included in
Waldroup's application; he said he finished it after the
deadline.
—AP/newsfinder news service

VIRGINIA BEACH — Playing in the mud is usually
reserved for small children after a rainy day — except for
faculty, staff and students at Virginia Wesleyan College.
On Friday, dozens of people waded through a field of
mud for the second annual "Outrageous Olympics" on
the college's campus.
The event, open to all those who cared to get dumped
in dirt for the day, had Olympics-style games and six
teams of 12 courageous muck athletes.
"I was dragged out of bed to do this," 19-year-old
Carly Daniels said. "I grumpily came out, because how
often do you get to play in mud at a certain age? So I said
I'll play in mud and have a good time."
Once the Olympic torch was lit by a soiled student,
men tore off their shirts and took their places in the dirt.
Some did belly flops while others messed up women's
hair with mud.
The first race featured a relay race of students in
flippers and a life jacket slushing through two truckloads
of mud to tag teammates.
Teammates cheered each other on, while many made
mud balls and hurled them at their friends, pretending it
was a winter day.
Even the school's president, William T. Greer Jr., took
part in the messy fun. With bare feet, a white shirt and
blue shorts, Greer joined the faculty team a little after the
games began.
During the hurdle event, he slid through rings and did
a full rotation before repeating his act and tagging his
teammate. "It was great," he said. "This was a lot of fun
and a great way to begin the school year."
—AP/newsfinder news service

Preview

Coming soon to the Breeze...

•Sports: JMU women's tennis team preview in Sept. 18 issue
•Focus: JMU students work for installation of more blue-light emergency phones

Fs'h
ft I've
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SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 21
CONVOCATION CENTER
AT7:00PM

C

E GOING FAST!!

$14

w/JAC
Limit 2

TICKETS AVAILABLE AT
Disc Jockey • Plan 9
Town and Campus Records
Warren Hall Box Office or
Charge by Phone
568-7960

•J-
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Pathway.
continued from page 5

line along the pathway in front of Wilson
Hall.
Auckland said his department has
received one complaint that it is hard to
maneuver a wheelchair in the gravel.
"(But] it's not a process you can complete in one day," he said.
Some students see the new gravel as an
inconvenience.
"It's dirty and when it rains it's pretty
messy," said sophomore Lynn Hobeck.
"It's always in your shoes and it's
uncomfortable to walk on. It's just basically a nuisance," she said.
Junior Amy Johnson agrees.
"I hate the gravel," she said. "Everytime I walk to class I get rocks in my
shoes."
However, junior Heather Banta thinks
the gravel complements the Bluestone
buildings.
"I think it's nice-looking," she said.
"The buildings are old-fashioned and the
gravel sort-of fits the atmosphere. I know
it's temporary, but for now it works."

■

Schools
continued from page 5

divisions believe the low turnover in students and teachers contributes to their
high pass rates.
Most students in Craig County remain
there for all of their school years, Pete
Controvich, principal of McCleary
Elementary School, said.
Students tend to develop a stronger
sense of pride and commitment to a community and a school if they remain there
for several years, he said.
National studies have shown high
mobility among students in inner-city
schools and, to a lesser extent, in suburban
counties. Nationally, one in six third-grade
children has attended at least three different schools since the beginning of the first
grade, according to a report by the General
Accounting Office.
Children who bounce from school to
school are more likely to perform below
grade level in English and math. They are
also more likely to repeat a grade than
children who never move, the GAO report
said.

Attention all news writers!
There is a mandatory news meeting today at 4 P.m. in
the basement of Anthony-Seeder.
[f you can't make it cad Rob, Courtney or Andi at
X6699.

Horse drugs almost cause
closing of Colonial Downs
AP/newsfinder
news service
PROVIDENCE FORGE — Virginia's
first pari-mutuel horse track was almost
shut down this week over a conflict
regarding differing horse drug rules in
Maryland and Virginia.
"It caused a great deal of problems,"
said Lenny Hale, who as Colonial Downs'
racing secretary is in charge of filling each
day's schedule of races. "We were ready to
shut down. People didn't want to run their
horses."
The problem was the Virginia Racing
Commission wrote its drug regulations
about two years ago.
At the time, they were the same as rules
in Maryland and most other states, but
since then the other states have accepted
more drugs.
The drugs in question help prevent
bleeding lungs in race horses.
Dr. D. Robert Vallance, a veterinarian
who works for owners and trainers at
Colonial Downs, said 80 percent of thoroughbreds bleed when they run.
The most common drug to prevent
bleeding is called Lasix, or furosemide.
However, Vallance said some horses bleed
even with Lasix.
Other drugs have been approved for
use together with Lasix. Maryland rewrote
its rules to allow the new drugs, but
Vallance said no one told the Virginia
commission.

"It was one of those deals that kind of
fell through the cracks," he said. "When
the Maryland people came down . . . they
assumed the policies were going to be the
same. After two days of racing it was quite
apparent they weren't."
Horse owners started scratching horses
they had entered and not entering others.
By last Sunday's deadline for Friday's
entries, only three races had been filled.
The deadline had to be extended to
Wednesday.
"I couldn't run," said trainer Gary
Williams of Varina.
"I was just going to sit and wait until
they got back to Maryland," he said.
The racing commission acted quickly to
prevent its season from falling apart.
On Tuesday, it approved several new
drugs and Gov. George Allen signed the
new ruling on Wednesday.
"We requested an emergency regulation, one of the emergencies being we
wouldn't have enough horses to continue
racing," said Donald R. Price, the VRC's
executive secretary.
The quick action pleased horsemen.
"As far as I'm concerned, if they hadn't
changed the ruling, we'd be shut down
today," Williams said.
Vallance said the drugs don't harm
horses.
"We wanted a rule that would assure
the health and welfare of the horses while
at the same time protect the integrity of
racing," he said.

BE A PART OF

JMU
THE UNIVERSITY PROGRAM BOARD'S COMEDY AND MUSICAL TALENT SHOW .

APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE
N THE UPB OFFICE (TAYLOR 233)
APPLICATIONS DUE
FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 26
SHOW INFORMATION
HOMECOMING 1997
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 16
8:00PM • WILSON HALL

Dart...
A "take-some-Vivarin" dart to my anthropology
teaching assistant who falls asleep in class every day.
Sent in by two students who wonder how well you
can help them if you doze through class.

Pat,,.

Faculty maintain personal touch
JMU's expansion across 1-81 isn't the only way responsible for more work outside of class, and
campus grows — JMU's population increases often they need one-on-one attention from profesevery year. In 1995-'96,56.8 percent of students sors to guide them with papers, projects and indewho applied tp JMU were accepted and 36.3 pendent studies,
percent of them enrolled, according to a Jan. 20
However, even though classes have grown, stuBreeze article titled "Enrollment rate remains same dents haven't lost this essential individual attenfor last five years." In 1996-'97,61.6 percent of stu- tion. Our faculty make themselves available to
dents who applied to JMU were accepted and 38.9 help students outside of class. They hold study
percent of them enrolled. While the percentage of sessions, have office hours, give out home phone
students enrolled remains the same, every year numbers and e-mail addresses, and in many cases,
more high school graduates
make an effort to learn stuapply and are accepted to
"QMr fe^/ty mflfo>
dents' names.
JMU.
J
J
It is this attention that

With this population themselves available 10 Help gives JMU the kind of stu-

growth, large classes seem to
get larger. Students worry
about losing their identity
among the masses. But amazingly this hasn't happened in

afijdpntQ nuteidp (if rh^
oiuucrus uuiziuc uj CIUDD.
'JW
fatf Stud\l SeSSiOtlS,
J
i
i
•
rr
Have Ojp.Ce HOUTS, glVe OUT

dent-supportive atmosphere
tnat attracts more and more
hi h
sch o1
8
°
graduates,
Perhaps it is precious attention
and guidance given by faculty

JMU'S
classrooms, we must
applaud faculty for maintain-

home phone numbers and S^tSffl

mark
ing a friendly and personal
e-mail
addresses,
and
in
m a
classroom atmosphere despite
rr i
world where social
1
JMU's growth.
many CaSeS, make an effort security numbers are a central
and acce ted forrn of
Many students expect large
tn
itudpnts'
P
identihw foam
iturn thpir
uitir biuumib
cation it is rerreshing t0 be
numbers and a little bit of
anonymity in 100- and 200tiameS.
educated in an environment
level courses due to the
where they are not necessarily
nature of the liberal studies /general education the only means of identification,
structure. Students prefer to get these classes out
JMU faculty care about the success and perforof the way before focusing on their majors.
mance of its students. This is what makes JMU
But it is the higher level courses that seem like- successful.
ly to suffer with increasing numbers of students.
;
These courses explore topics more in-depth and The house editorial reflects the opinion of the editorial
rely on class discussion — an activity made more board which consists of the editor, managing editor and
difficult with large class numbers. Students are the opinion editor.

l.ditorial PoliVv

A "we-appreciate-all-you-do" pat to JMU
Housekeeping staff for its year-round dedication to
making our campus a clean place to live and work.
Sent in by a faculty member m recognition of
National Housekeeping Week.

Dart...
A "we-don't-live-at-the-dump" dart to a local
apartment complex for not having trash dumpsters
emptied on a regular basis.
Sent in by a renter who doesn 't appreciate the
stench and the rodents the trash is attracting.

Pat,,,
A "thanks-for-making-me-aware" pat to Theta Chi
fraternity for sponsoring Mike Green's "Four Stages
of Drinking" program last Monday.
Sent in by a student who thinks if all fraternities
took similar views on drinking, the Greek system
would get a better rap.

Dart,,,
A "you're-a-Sigma-Kappa-and-I'm-glad-I'm-not"
dart to Sigma Kappa sorority for its tasteless bid
celebration shirts.
Sent in by a student who's glad the other seven
sororities have a little more class.

Pat,,,

Kristen Heiss ... editor
Laura L. Wade ... managing editor
KeUey M. Biassingame . . . opinion editor

UNIVERSITY

Letters to the editor should be no more than 500 words, columns should be no more
than 800 words, and both will be published cm a space available basis. They must be
delivered to The Brtev by noon Tuesday or 5 p.m- Friday.
Tlw Breoe iwerves the right to edit for clarity and space.
The opinions 1B this aecrion do not necessarily reflect tfe opinion of the newspaper,
thh staff, or JatnesMadtKwUnrveniry.
'

'

■

'

-■

■

■

A "thanks-for-your-kindness" pat to Harrisonburg
Police officers who were so nice, even though they
broke up my party last weekend.
Sent in by a student who was upset about his party
getting busted but was glad you were so friendly
about it.
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America
Here she is, Miss America. Here she
is, your ideal," the song goes. It's
the same song sung to the pageant
winner for the past 77 years, but this year
was different. This year was the first year
— no lie — I actually watched the Miss
America pageant from beginning to end.
And to the winner I have this to
say: you're not
my ideal, honey.
I went home
this weekend for
a little "r & r,"
and there was
absolutely nothing on TV
Saturday night. I had exhausted all of my
Blockbuster options as well, so I checked
out TV Guide and decided to watch Miss
America. Big mistake. From the best Barbie
look-alike introductions to the crowning of
the new representative of our nation, I
have never been more disgusted. I've
never really been a beauty pageant fan, but
I'd heard about all the changes in the
pageant for this year. For some reason, 1
thought it would make it just a tad more
real than in years past. I was wrong.
First of all, what in the world was up
with the swimsuit competition? I know, I
know — to do away with it altogether
would ruin the tradition of the pageant.
But still, did they need to make such a

huge issue of the fact this was the first year
contestants were permitted to wear twopiece bathing suits? Give me a break! Is
whether or not you can see a woman's
midriff really an indication of how well
she can represent the United States? I don't
think so. The one-piece vs. two-piece issue
aside,
my
ideal" needs to
be more than a
stick in a Speedo. What was
really ironic was
one of the contestants actually
ran on a platform of eating
disorder awareness!
The swimsuit competition made me
sick, but the talent competition gave me
chills of terror. There she was, my future
ideal, singing old showtunes, in an outfit
that was almost as bad as her singing
voice. Eight more of the 10 finalists did the
same thing. However, there was one,
rather original finalist who did a rhythmic
gymnastics routine to the "Robin Hood,
Prince of Thieves" soundtrack. "Dear
Lord," I thought, as she trotted off stage
with her gymnastics ball and ribbon, "tell
me it isn't always this bad." Unfortunately,
it only got worse.
Following the hardcore evening gown
competition, the judges narrowed the field

from 10 finalists to five. It was finally time
to see if these women could speak intelligently — the interview competition,
another new addition to the pageant this
year. All I can say is these women were an
embarrassment to their home states. One
contestant was asked how she would
relate to other women who insisted she
was nothing like them. She replied, "I'm
very real. I put my pants on one leg
at a time. I'm very human."
found myself thinking,
"Is she serious?
That's how she
plans on relating
to other women —
how she puts her
pants on?" She
wasn't
alone
though. The other
four contestants were
equally fake and out of
touch. One woman
summed up her experiences growing up in a single-parent home
by saying she learned you can either
become a better woman or a bitter woman.
I grew up in a single-parent home and I
know I learned a hell of a lot more than
that, but I digress.
Finally, it seemed the torture was over,
and it was time to crown the new Miss
America. The host went through the whole
speech about how wonderful all the con-

testants were and how he would have
hated to be a judge, yadda, yadda, yadda.
The other four runners-up pretended they
were thrilled to lose, and then the new
Miss America got her crown.
She was a stick figure from Illinois who
couldn't sing to save her life and said she
would devote her year as Miss America to
AIDS prevention. While I certainly
believe this is a worthy cause, she
never once said what she
would do to promote it.
This woman, like
her 50 fellow contestants, is far
from my idea of
"ideal."
The next time
the Miss America
Organization
decides to tinker
THOMAS SCALA/
with the structure
graphics editor
0f the pageant, it should
consider that the ideal American woman is
mature, successful, intelligent and beautiful inside and out. If the pageant were
geared to select this type of woman instead
of one who was all smiles and shallow, it
would achieve a true ideal of American
women that we could all identify with and
relate to.
Kelley M. Blassingame is a junior mass
communication major and the opinion editor.

Zero Tolerance
Students are not children; police can't be babysitters
Tensions will occasionally flare between campus and
community, especially where the university and the
community are of the size of James Madison
University and Harrisonburg respectively. The actions by
one are destined to have a significant impact on the other.
But the fact is both sides have an important stake in
preventing tensions from escalating, as they did over the
weekend when police arrested some 200 students, mostly
on separate alcohol-related charges.
The benefits that accrue to the greater Harrisonburg
community because of JMU are considerable, almost incalculable really. But it is critical that campus and community
leaders are of a single mind on several important matters
and principles, so mat their resolve is understood by students.
A few observations, which we trust represent shared
principles on the campus and in the community:
It is the job of police to enforce laws and the duty of
students, among all citizens, to obey those laws. Where
laws are broken — such as, for example, underage drinking, public intoxication or drug use — there can be zero
tolerance. As part of their orientation here, students

should be acquainted with the photos and the stories of
those before them who consumed too much alcohol,
drove and perished before graduation day. Besides the
risk posed to themselves, the drinking or drugged student
places in harm's way anyone else crossing his or her path.

Students who would...
participate in confrontations
with officers of the law, should
be sent packing at once.
Students, unless they are from the community, are
guests here. They can expect to receive the same courtesy
and respect that they are willing to show their host community. Noise, trespassing, littering, public drunkenness
and/or drug abuse are not the hallmarks of consideration,
or maturity.

Students who would publicly call police officers
"snakes" and "slithering civil servants," or would instigate, encourage or otherwise participate in confrontations
with officers of the law, should be sent packing at once.
Police are not paid enough to suffer their abuse, and ore
paid too much to be their babysitters. Let their parents suffer their insolence and immaturity a few more years.
While 200 arrests is a great many — and no doubt
other students participated in the illegal drinking and
unruliness but didn't get busted — the fact is the vast
majority of students, to their credit, prove regularly that
they know how to have fun, and how to do so lawfully.
That should be all we ask of them.
But the passage into adulthood poses many tests,
including the difficult one of imposing upon peers a
demand for shared appreciation, recognition and respect
of civil order — that is, an understanding that there is a
right way and a wrong way. The need for police action
diminishes where responsible peer pressure is evident.
This editorial is. courtesy of Saturday's issue of the Daily
News-Record.

Are JMUGreeks eUtist students whose sole purpose is
getting drunk or students ufoo serve the community?
Responses for and against should be typewritten and no longer
than 375 words. The Breeze reserves the right to edit for clarity
and space. One entry from each viewpoint will be selected
for publication in Thursday's issue. Send or bring all responses to:
.11 :.:■

•
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The Breeze
Gl Anthony-Seeger
James Madison University
Harrisonburg, VA 22807
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SAVE
Tues., September 16
Wed., September 17

Thurs., September 18

OUR COMPUTERS

The University Program Board is seeking a
Multimedia & Information Systems Technician
This is a paid position.

"SJ'JU

i3j ksm

Job Requirements:

™

Fri., September 19
•Sat., September 20
A MAK WARS
HW IH[ '10,'"

Sun., September 21
"TREMENDOUS FUN!"

THE FIFTH
I- I E M E N T

•
•
•
•

Proficient with PC and Macintosh computing systems
Revise and maintain the UPB web site
Oversee all UPB computers
Provide computing support for the UPB
executive council
• Create multimedia presentations
• 10 office hours per week
• Attend executive council meetings
Applications can be picked up In
the UP8 Office - Taylor 233.

All Movies are $2.00
Movies show at
7:00 and 9:30PM Tues. - Sat.
Sunday movies show at
7:30pm and are FREE
Movies are subject to change

Application] are due
Monday. September 29
by 5pm.
Please submit samples
•of any web sites or
multimedia presentations
you hove done.
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When worlds collide
College radio conference teaches one JMU student
unexpected lessons about life in the big city
Commentary by Jacob Wascalus
contributing writer
Two weeks ago, New York City
played host to the annual College
Music
Journal
Marathon.
Complete with more than 500
bands and a multitude of panel discussions, myself and five other managers
from WXJM decided to brave the streets of
New York City as JMU's representatives at
the conference. With a strong sense of
what a real city is like and a religious following of NYPD Blue, this Harrisonburger's foray into the wild streets of The
Big Apple began the moment I wandered
off by myself — I wanted to experience
New York.
Each night New York offered a wide
array of bands — about 100 per night —
performing all over the city. Because of
time constraints, a pain-staking process of
eliminating the bands I couldn't see
ensued nightly.

Thursday night I arrived at Coney
Island High and saw two bands. The show
ended at 4 a.m. While everyone was filing
out of the building and getting into taxi
cabs to go home, somewhere in that college-educated brain of mine a cell popped,
and I made the idiotic mistake of choosing
to take the subway — by myself.
I found my way to the closest subway
station and began my descent into hell.
After 1 inserted my token and took the first
train to Times Square for my transfer, and
after waiting for 45 heat-tormenting minutes on a scum-ridden platform while
watching rats fester around the tracks, and
after avoiding eye contact with seedy
strangers for what seemed like eternity,
and after walking away from the cronies
on either side of the tracks calling each
other "bitches,"— after all of mis I fell witness to the greatest horror my virgin eyes
have ever seen: a full-blown knife fight.
Let me explain: Before I actually saw
this fight, four heaven sent police officers

MELISSA DALTONA oniribuiiHg photographer

Groovin'
Lvle Bullock (left) and Chris Stup (right), members of the Ten Day Method,
performed Thursday night at the Artful Dodger. The recently formed Ten Day
Method is made up of JMU faculty and graduates.

PHOTO COURTESY LEIGH ENNIS

A view of the New York City skyline, as seen from a hotel room, was among the
sights WXJM members saw during a five-day college radio conference.
descended down the stairs leading to the
platform and slowly began to roam the
landing, knocking on sleeping homeless
people with their batons and telling them
to leave. As one officer passed me by, over
his walkie-talkie 1 heard a dispatcher say,
"one suspect in a yellow T-shirt and another suspect in a red T-shirt," to which my
attention was alerted. Immediately, playing the part of a helpful Samaritan, I
looked around to see if I could spot two
guys hiding with handfuls of jewels in
their arms, perhaps behind a sign or in the
diseased tar pit where the tracks lay. But
my efforts worked to no avail.
I heard the sounds of an approaching
rail car and saw my desired train finally
creep down the tracks. But when I started
to walk forward to enter, the four officers
situated themselves to block admittance
into the car. And what happened before
my eyes? Yes, one man in a yellow shirt
and another man in a red shirt attempting
to jab knives into each other's necks inside
the train.
Through the windows 1 could see the
guys scuffling and trying to kill each other,
as the unfortunate bystanders inside the
train clung to its sides. The cops had
ordered the train engineer to keep the
doors closed for fear that one of the suspects might flee. Out of the innate logic
only products of suburbia can have, I overreacted and cowered behind a pillar for
fear that one of the villains would pull a
gun.
But something wasn't right. Something
very inhuman was occurring. With exception to the obvious — the two guys fighting — everyone else who fell victim to this
unsightly horror, instead of recoiling and
hiding, stepped closer to the train and
watched with gaping mouths
"Why don't they just drool," I thought
to myself. "Are they crazy?"
And they were. Peering behind the
cement support that was protecting me
from random gunfire, I watched as they
approached the windows at unfearing distances and gawked as the two men lunged
towards each other.
Serendipity struck and another tr.iin

came. I was saved. As it stopped, the train
engineer from the first train manually
opened the door where the crime was taking place, and the officers apprehended
the two miscreants. "Thank God," I said to
myself, and boarded.
I made my way down the aisle and
chose a section of seats that was empty. I
sat down. As I was making myself comfortable, four rowdy hoodlums entered
and began approaching me with frightening intent. Perhaps for the obvious reason
that the seats were empty, they decided to
sit around me and carry on the discussion
they must have been having outside the
train: "Damn pigs! Fucking pigs! We can't
help it if our crew is harder than theirs." I
promptly dropped my head and began
examining the vinyl record I had been carrying.
I was trying my darndest to maintain a
low profile. As it turned out, the fight was
actually between two "crews," and for reasons unknown to me, the police officers
didn't arrest this one.
For 10 agonizing minutes I stared at a
blank record sleeve and studied how the
white ink mixed with the cardboard. We
finally reached my stop. I swiftly stood up,
exited and ran the entire length to the hotel
where WXJM was staying. I was safe.
1 stumbled into my room and startled
the WXJM managers already there. They
l(x>ked at me with concern and asked me
what was wrong; I described the
encounter in detail. It dawned on me that,
despite my preconceived notions, yes, 1
would leave NYC with fond memories of
music concerts and tasty food; but the only
image that would really last would be the
violent debacle I witnessed.
And 10 years from now, if I try to recall
NYC, the first and probably only thing that
will come to mind is a vivid snapshot of
me behind a pillar watching a knife fight.
Needle---, to say, this Harrisonburg suburban boy's encounter with New York City's
underground and all of its wonderful
denizen taught me a valuable lesson: I love
music, but if I must take the subway — no
thank you. I prefer the dangers of the
Harrisonburg Transit
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DRUM CLASSES
FORMING NOWi
CALL FOR MORE
INFORMATION!

Study
Abroad
Fair

NEW FALL
CLOTHING DAILY!
INCLUDING MENSWEAR

Beaded curtains, Hemp,
Tapestries, Jewelry
and more!

WHAT? An easy way for you to find out about all
kinds of opportunities for study, work, volunteer,
and travel overseas
WHEN? Monday, September 22

HOURS
Mon: 11:30-5:30
Tues-Sat: 10-5:30
Not open Sundays

11:00-4:00 p.m.

WHERE? Highlands Room, Warren Campus Center
WHO? Representatives from JMU study abroad
programs and 14 national organizations
WHY? You want to go abroad, and you can
register to win a FREE Round-Trip Ticket to London!
Sponsored by the Office of International Education,
Hillcrest House, x6419, e-mail: intl_ed@jmu.edu
http://www.jmu.edu/intl-ed/
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WHAT'S UP
AT UREC? September
is - *y
AEROBICS &
WELLNESS

AQUATICS fr
SAFETY-

Rollerblade
Instructional Clinic
September 17,
4:30 - 5:30 pm
Meet in UREC Atrium.

Stroke Clinic
September 16,
7:00-8:30 pm
Learn efficiency tips on the
stroke of your choice!

Welcome/'Back for the Jail Semester 1997!

ADVENTURE

INTRAMURALS

IVe want you to enjoy a safe and'fun-fitted
campus, for more information, stop By
our office at the Vniversity MeaCth Center.

Trip Planning Clinic
September 24, .^iif
7:00-9:00 pm
Register by September 22.

Flag Football Skills Clinic
September 15, 5:30 pm
Tennis Singles
Entries Due: Sept. 16-18

'Spots still open on our
Adventure Trips! Be sure to
sign up for one soon!

Racquetball Skills Clinic
September 16,
4:00 - 6:00 pm. and
7:00 - 9:00 pm

Office ofSexuaC
JAssauCt education
Weaves Got A Lot Going* GrU

SeCectfrom our -variety of programs inducting
communication skiffs, assertiveness training,
sensitive Canguage, seCfesteem, prevention
and risk reduction, respect and many more.
He watching for exciting programs
sponsored By your cCuB, group, or class.

FITNESS
How many calories are you taking in a day?
How much fat should you be eating?.
Get your questions answered through a Nutritional
Analysis! Sign up today at the UREC Program
Registration Desk!

ISWtttl
Accepting Applications for Veer Educators
Apply Woro — Call 2831

19 9 7

START PROflpAf/Tjg
Real World Reunion Tour
September 16, 8 -.00 pm Wilson Hal
Club PC Dance
September 19, 8 :00 pm PC Ballroom

To register or for info, call x8700 or http://wWw.jmu.edU/necreation
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Superchunk improves with age
by Brian Minter
staff writer
The first time I saw
Superchunk play was in
1992.1 was a junior in high
school, and they played with
Sonic Youth at Brown's Island in
Richmond. I thought "Wow!
They're so alternative! I have an
earring and an awful haircut! I'm
gonna buy that record!"

REVIEW
Many of the records I owned
at that point in my life now live
in a box under my bed with
Dungeons & Dragons dice and
impossibly folded notes from my
high school girlfriend. But I love
Superchunk more than ever,
because their records keep getting better and better with Indoor
Living, their newest release from
Merge Records, being the best to
date.
The album does not find
Superchunk mining any terribly
new territory. Longtime fans of
the band will not be surprised to
hear their trademark (some
would say cliched) fast-paced,

guitar-driven rock and roll music
starting with the very first track.
The sound remains the same,
with only a few minor additions
thrown in to distract us, like faint
analog synthesizer and keyboard
parts making brief appearances
on some of the songs. But there is
what sounds like a glockenspiel
on the album's last track
"Martinis On the Roof."
But on the whole, they sound
better than ever. Many of the
songs are slower, and clearly a lot
more attention is paid to what
everyone is playing. On songs
like "Marquee," "Song for
Marion Brown" and the album's
best track "Burn Last Sunday,"
you can really hear the new
Superchunk emerging. Slower
tempos, more intricate playing,
more complex changes, tighter
rhythms — they're all here. Like
expensive cheese, the band is
only growing better with age.
There are a few rockers for the
diehards. "Nu Bruises" sounds
like it could have come off of one
of their first albums, and "The
Popular Music" and "Watery
Hands" mix the quiet little synthesizer parts with typical
Superchunk post-Van Halen gui-

tar noodling. But slower and sadder seems to be the order of the
day on most of the record.
Apparently fame and money
and more college radio credibility
than you can shake a stick at
aren't enough to heal a terminally
upset heart. Lines like "If you
burn last Sunday that will buy us
back some time" and "if you
drop dead can you drop me?"
remind us how important it is to
keep writing songs about being
sad and lonely.
Indoor Living also marks the
band's best-produced record yet.
Every song is cleaner and slicker,
with vocalist/guitarist Mac
McCaughan's familiar notebending, high-pitched voice further out in front than ever before,
and consequently sounding
clearer and more confident.
Superchunck's ace in the hole,
their shouting, blistering guitars,
are quieter and less shouting and
blistering than usual, and the
bass and drums are much more
prominent than they have been
in the past. This occasionally
sounds somewhat Top 40ish,
especially on the slow, ballad-like
"Every Single Instinct," but I
have to admit, I like that kind of

A novel type of Civil War
AP/newfinder
news service
SPOTSYLVANIA, Va — Thomas Dyja,
baseball fan and Civil War buff, had a
novel idea: Did armies that clashed on the
killing field also meet on the ballfield?
"There are rumors of it. It's possible.
But probably we will never know the
answer to that question," said Dyja, whose
new historical novel supposes that such
games took place. .
Historians know from Civil War journals and letters that soldiers on both sides
played informal baseball games among
themselves. But there is no known record
that North and South ever played each
other, said Tim Wiles, research director at
the Baseball Hall of Fame and Museum in
Cooperstown, N.Y.
Before the war, different regions of the
country played different versions of the
game, and baseball was more established
in the northern states than elsewhere, said
J. Thomas Jabel, a sports historian at
William Patterson University in Wayne,
N.J.
"Groups of men from one part of the
country were playing in the camps against
men from somewhere else," with each
explaining the regional rules, Jabel said.
Not long after the war, baseball was a
far more uniform sport and the roots of
what would become the national league
system were in place.
Dyja set, Play for a Kingdom, and its fictional games against a real combat at the
Wilderness and Spotsylvania Courthouse
in Virginia.
The battles, one right after the other in
May, 1864, mark the first head-to-head
conflict between Confederate Gen. Robert
I. Lee and the Union's new chief general,
Ulysses S. Grant.

Standing in the clearing known as
Saunders Field, scene of some of the worst
fighting during the Wilderness battle,
Dyja imagined a makeshift baseball diamond.
"I thought if these kinds of game were
played, it wasn't hard to imagine them
taking place here. This seems like a place
reserved for a better use [than killing],"
Dyja said.
Grant's forces suffered 18,000 dead,
wounded or missing in two days of fighting in dense underbrush. Confederate losses are unknown but estimated at 10,000.
The battle was a stalemate.
Dyja imagines that New Yorkers, left
behind as guards, or pickets, amused
themselves with a ball game while most of
the Union forces marched toward the
nearby Spotsylvania Courthouse.
As a pitcher winds up, a unit from
Alabama approaches the edge of the clearing. Instead of shooting, the two units play
the first of five games.
"I don't think I've ever heard any
recorded instances of such a thing,
although the soldiers did, on occasion, do
some fraternizing," said Donald Pfanz, a
National Park Service historian at the
Spotsylvania park.
Fraternizing, or unofficial visits
between the opposing sides, was usually
limited to trading for food or personal
goods, Pfanz said.
"The idea of wholesale groups of people going over to one side for any other
reason than to kill the other is unlikely,"
Pfanz said.
Dyja said he does not want to know the
definite answer. "This is a kind of hopedfor history," he said. "It's the kind of thing
we would like to believe could happen,
because it shows humanity in the face of
something so awful and sad."

PHOTO COURTESY MERGE RECORDS
Superchunk slows down the pace with Indoor Living.
stuff. The sound quality is sharp who misses it are only hurting
and professional, and it comple- themselves, and anyone who is
ments the band's maturing even remotely fond of loud college radio guitar bands will thorsound nicely.
This is simply a wonderful oughly enjoy the sweet, sweet
record. Any Superchunk fans sounds of Indoor Living.

STYLE WEEKLY
ART

►"Carol Barton, Martha Carothers, Peter Madden: Artists' Books;'
Sawhill Gallery — Sept. 1-26, free. Gallery talks at 4:30 p.m.,
Sept. 18 6k 23.
►"Paul McMullan: Crossings;" Zirkle House: New Image Gallery
— Sept. 1-Oct. 3, free.
►"Jon Mcmillan, Aaron Wellman: ceramics and paintings;" Zirkle
House: Artworks Gallery — Sept. 15-25, free.
►"Joan Bennet: color photography;" Zirkle House: Other Gallery
— Sept. 15-25, free.
►Open Mike Night with K.W. Miller: Blue Foxx Cafe — Tuesday,
432-3699.

►Fighting Gravity: Blue Foxx Cafe — Thursday, 432-3699.
►DJ Mark Rice: Blue Foxx Cafe — Friday, 432-3699.
►John Foggerty: Nissan Pavilion at Stone Ridge — Friday, (703)
754-6400.
►Widespread Panic: Convocation Center — Sunday, 8 p.m.
Tickets are $14 with JAC, $18 floor, at the door, and
general public.

DAJJCE

►"Social Dance Evening," Square, downtown Harrisonburg
Friday, 7 p.m.-9:30 p.m., free.
►Grafton-Stovall Theatre: "Shine" Tuesday-Wednesday, "Lost
Highway" Thursday, "The Fifth Element" Friday-Saturday, "Pulp
Fiction" Sunday. All shows at 7 and 9:30 p.m., $2 unless otherwise
noted.
►Regal Cinemas Valley Mall: "The Game," "Conspircy Theory,"
"Excess Baggage," "Air Force One," "G.I. Jane." Shows $4 before 6
p.m., $6 after. Call 434-7107.
►Regal Hanisonburg 3: "Far Down Below," "Hercules," "George of
the Jungle," "Hoodlum," "Money Talks." $4 before 6 p.m., $6 after.

If you would like an event featured in 'Style Weekly,' send the a letter c/o Style section; Gl
Anthony-Seeger Hall; MSC 6805; )MU; Harrisonburg.VA 22807; include date, cosiand
location of the event.
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I AM
WAITRON'

HEAR

ME

ROAR
BY

WREN LANIER

Sophomore Elizabeth Thompson serves lunch to seniors Mary Pryce (seated, left) and Chris Peterson at Rub

What do you want to be when you
grow up? In the first grade it was a
fireman, or a nurse, or a veterinarian, or maybe just whatever it was
that your best friend wanted to be.
Everyone sat on the floor and raised
their hands and talked about taking care of puppies or
babies, and the teacher nodded and smiled and told you
what great ideas you had and how you could go to college
and be any kind of doctor or veterinarian that you wanted
to be. All of your friends talked at once about how neat it
will be when John is a cowboy and Zack is a policeman
and Loren becomes the first woman president, and life
seemed so easy and simple.
Only your teacher left something out. She forgot to tell
you that before you get to be a cowboy or a policeman, a
nurse or a fireman, you may have to be something else for
a while. You may have to be a waitress. Or a waiter. Or a
"waitron," if you work at Chili's. You might have to be a
bus boy. Not quite what you expected in the first grade.
It's about paying your dues. As much as we would all
like to jump feet-first into our dream job, most of us are
going to have to hold down some other kind of employment before we ever qualify for a position in our chosen
field.
Most servers here in Harrisonburg are paying rent,
paying bills, even working on tuition payments and student loans. A few even hold down a second job. They are
psychology majors and English majors, actors and artists.
They have homework and exams too, but for a few afternoons or evenings a week, they get paid to put up with
the demands of a not-so-perfect public.
Kenneth Gambill, a junior who buses tables at Chili's
on East Market Street, is enthusiastic about his job: "I get
really flexible hours, which are hard to find off-campus. I
never work really late, so I still have time to hang out."

Many servers enjoy the interesting people
allow them to meet, including, on occasion, ce
heard Billy Bob Thornton and Laura Dern w
restaurant a few weeks ago," says Gambill. An
a waitress at Dave's Taverna, claims, "I kn«
everyone who comes in."
Working with the public can also give. )
understanding of human nature. As one p
major notes, "You can totally manipulate peoplt
For waiters and waitresses, tips are the jo
plus. Jenny Gray, a Pizza Hut server, says, "I i
—

"if you're not in a good
mood, you can't let
[customers] see how tired
pissed off you are.
I.yni
Spanky

than I would at a (minimum] wage rate." SeWi
hourly pay as well, but the minimum wage f
making tips is only $2.13 an hour, a sum th
increase at the beginning of September alon
national minimum wage. It remains an empl
rogative to increase any server's wage.
Bad tips are the bane of every server's e>
once had a table leave me a quarter," says Lynn
waitress at Spanky's Bar and Grill. "People d(
stand that this is how we're making money to si
But what is it that a server does anyway,
takes your order, brings your drinks and serves
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Dues

AMY JOSV,YY\lcontributingphotographer
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JENNIFER BAKER//./.,
Ruby Tuesday's in the Valley Mall.
mple their jobs
in, celebrities. "I
■rn were in the
I. AngieBarger,
I know almost
;ivfl you a new
me psychology
xwple."
he job's biggest
s, "I make more

)d
cd or
Lynn Mattens
panky's waitress
Servers do earn
age for a server
im that did not
along with the
employer's prer's existence. "I
Lynn Mattens, a
>le don't underf to survive."
ivay? Sure, she
erves your food.

(CLOCKWISE FROM TOP: SENIOR DENISE BLAIR
TENDS BAR AT THE BOSTON BEANERY ON EAST
MARKET STREET; JUNIOR MALIA BRENNAN
KEEPS HER CUSTOMERS WELL-FED AT SPANKY'S
ON WATER STREET, SENIOR CHRIS HOY,
BRINGS HOME THE BACON TO NON-STUDENT
KATIE SHEPERD AND SENIOR ERIC BRANNER
AT RUBY TUESDAY'S IN THE VALLEY MALL.

She gives you napkins and straws and extra salsa. But
most people never notice the effort put in to what can
become the hardest part of a server's job: being friendly.
Mattens says, "You have to be willing to go out of your
way. If you're not in a good mood, you can't let [customers] see how tired or pissed off you are."
Barger agrees. "When people go out to eat, they want
to be put in a good mood." Customer service means more
than just getting orders right; it's "putting a smile on
faces," he says.
A good server makes the job look effortless, gliding
around the dining room with an easy smile. Sitting there
in a snug little booth, it's easy for the public to forget the
long hours servers are on their feet, the many requests
they are juggling simultaneously, the way their arms ache
from the heavy trays they have been lifting.
When something goes wrong, it becomes the server's
responsibility to get things right. Disputes over bad food,
rowdy customers or drink limits often fall to the server.
Says Gray, "You're the only link customers have with the
restaurant."
For students looking for a way to earn cash off-campus, waiting tables is one of the most attractive options.
An experienced server can work anywhere; it's a skill like
any other that you can fall back on no matter where you
find yourself.
For many, waiting tables is a first job that continues
into a second, third, or even fourth position as they move
through school, often earning progressively better wages
as they accumulate experience.
And isn't that what college is about? Everyone talks
about finding "new experiences" when they come to
school; what better way to do so than to put yourself out
there face-to-face with John Q. Public? Your parents
would call it a "character building experience;" a server
will welcome you to the real world.

1.11.1A KICKJcontributing photographer

JENNIFER BAKER//>/iofo editor
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Are you looking for a good time?
Want to build up your resume, win great prizes, meet other seniors, and give a
little back to ]MU without spending too much of your quality time?

Be a team leader for the 1998 Senior Class Challenge!
It's easy. If s a small time commitment (< 5 hours of meetings). And, if s fun!
Responsibilities include recruiting 5 friends to be on your team, soliciting pledges from other
seniors, attending the kickoff celebration in January, & celebrating our success m Apnl.
For more info or an application, call Andrew or Lisa at x 2825.

The truth
is out
there.

Nobody just eats, sleeps & studies

(so tell us
what you
think)

/fflv

COLLEGE PARK
^j.vi'iimni4»
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CMH

PROPERTY

lollege Park-Ashby Crossin
There is always more to do at CP-AC when
it comes to activities and fun! Our
professional on-site management team is
going all out to throw every thing from pool
parties to volleyball tournaments and
:
MORE!

HALTERMAN'S

CARDIO-KICKBOXING
For the raging kickboxer
deep inside us all!!
16 Pleasant HiH Rd. • Harrisonburg

434-8824
50% OFF TO
JMU STUDENTS

It's no wonder The Word is Out!
The Best Living IS HERE!

College Park'Ashby
Crossing, L.L.C.
(540) 432-1001
sajca&vii ai i' •'■■■
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SPORTS

or fourth straight time, No. 16 Dukes
ork overtime to defeat UMass, 2-1
by R.C. Woodall
staff writer _
In a grudge match against
linth-ranked University of
lassachusetts, the JMU women's
ield hockey team won 2-1 in
leir fourth straight overtime
[ame in four years against the
linutemen.
After last year's 3-2 loss to
jMass, the 16th-ranked Dukes
(ecided before the game even
jan that they would be victorious this time around.
'We learned from that game,
ind we made some mistakes
iay, but we have a work ethic
like no other team in this counhead coach Christy Morgan
aid.
The Dukes relied on their
>hysical endurance to set the
tace against the slower
linutemen.
From the beginning of the
lirst half, JMU dictated the the
iame by taking control of the
(all. Senior forward Colleen
lurley took a shot on goal in the
frst three minutes to jumpstart
ne offense for the Dukes.
Freshman midfielder Liz
Zanders said "Before the game,
|ve talked about confidence and
ye just knew that we were not
toing to be beat and we would
/in,"
The team continued to fire on
JMass sophomore goalie Zowie

Tucker, never allowing the ball to
pass behind midfield for an
entire 20 minutes of play.
Although JMU controlled the
ball, the Dukes only capitalized
on one of the 17 shots attempted
in the half.
Morgan said, "We had some
good opportunities, but we did
not finish. We played a very
skilled half, but [UMass] is just a
good team."
After a rapid series of shots by
JMU, Sanders made the unassisted diving hit that flew past the
goalie and earned her second
goal for the season.
"It was really a goal the whole
team worked for," Sanders said.
"I just tried to lay it out and put it
across the line."
Morgan also gave credit to the
UMass goalie, Tucke'r, for keeping the Minutemen in the game
with her defensive efforts against
the Dukes continual offense. She
had four saves in the first half
and a total of nine for the day.
In the second half, it turned
out to be the Minutemen's rum.
Both teams came out of the break
looking to score, but UMass took
advantage of some missed penalty-comer plays by JMU and tied
the game with 12 minutes left to
play. UMass junior forward Erica
Johnston sent a ball into the open
net past diving senior goalkeeper
Tara Perilla to put the
Minutemen on the board.

.

KELLY DUKE/contributing photographer

[inior forward Tara Nappi snakes between two UMass defenders
[ith the ball in yesterday's game.

KbLLY UUKb/Contributing pliotogr,

Senior forward Coleen Hurley speeds up-field with the ball, leaving a UMass defender in her wake.
Hurley and the Dukes next host Radford Sept. 17, 7:30 p.m.

Both teams had opportunities
to score in the final minutes and
take home the win, but the clock
ticked down and brought the
game into sudden death overtime.
Morgan said, "We tried to rely
on our strengths, our fitness and
speed to get some quick free hits
Our passing game was good, but
it wasn't great."
The Dukes again looked to
their confidence to pull them
through overtime.
"You could feel it and see it in
everyone's eyes that we weren't
going to get beat," sophomore
forward Katrina Hunter said.
"We just had an overwhelming
desire to win."
It looked as if the Dukes
would end overtime early With a
breakaway by senior forward
Dianne Cegielski and junior forward Tara Nappi two minutes
into overtime, but Tucker
blocked the shot by Cegielski and
the Dukes failed to convert.
JMU continued to keep the
momentum and took a penaltycorner shot two minutes later
that sailed into the net, but was
disallowed because it was too
high.
Sophomore forward Julie
Martinez took three more shots

on goal, all blocked by kicks from
Tucker.
UMass took two penalty corner-plays but was unable to stick
it in the net.
With 8:20 left on the clock,
Hunter took a penalty-corner
shot that scooted past Tucker and
won the game for the Dukes,
improving their record to 5-1.
Hunter now has three goals for
the season.
"It was all about having confi-

dence in my skills and I just
knew that I had to do it and I
did," Hunter said.
Although JMU won the game
and out-shot UMass 28-3,
Morgan said the Dukes missed
too many opportunities.
"It wasn't the best performance," she said. "We are a finishing team and that didn't show
today. UMass played a great
game. We have the desire to be
the best and the skill will come."

MELISSA PALLADINO/sfnwr photographer

Sophomore midfielder Julie Martinez avoids the defense and heads
toward the UMass goal.
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The Female Athlete
A Free Health Seminar for Women
Information on common aliments faced by the female triad
athlete such as osteoporosis, eating disorders, stress
frames and amenorrhea. Will also discuss knee injuries
and the current thoughts as to why women athletes have
increased incidents of cruciate injuries. Atoolndhi*^
be the new guidelines for concussions and when to allow
the athlete to return to competition.

Land at Plan 9 for all
your music needs!
Save on New 8. Used CDs, LPs, Cassettes,
plus Posters, T-Shirts, Magazines, Books,
Blank Tapes, Accessories and more.
FAST & FREE SPECIAL ORDER SERVICE!

Rock • Country • Folk • Blues • World
Jazz • Rap • Gospel - Children's Music
New Age • Classical • Local Artists

By: Irvin E. Hess, M.D.
Tuesday Sept 23 7:15 PM

5/2.99

WOMEN'S
BLUE "<%
RIDGEEX HF AI.TH CENTER, P.L.C.

$12.99

The choices you need, the caring you want

Don't Miss Upcoming Seminars
Sept 30 Exercise and Nutrition During Your Pregnancy
Oct. 7 Urinary Incontinence
Oct 14 Breast Problems in Women: Breast Cancer and
Fibrocystic Breasts

$12.99

Mo"i$sey J

colB'ott"'.*,

Be Here

51199
Seminars are Free- Call to Pre-register
(540)433-6613
Max**
Unpl«99

^ ^

%

MORE

IRILL
GREAT FOOD!
DJ's
now open
11:30 am -1:30 am
221 University Blvd.

801-0221
used to be Clayborne's

Tuesday & Thursday
Nights!

FREE food buffet
@ half-time of
Monday Night Football

^i<"k
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itouden strikes back as Dukes defeat Rutgers, 1-0
by Keith Feigenbaum
contributing writer
The women's soccer team posted its
t victory of the season against Rutgers
a hard-fought defensive struggle Friday
:emoon.
But all attention after this game was
aced squarely on the shoulders of junior
id-fielder Christine Stouden. In a somehat fairy tale ending, Stouden scored the
ly and game-winning goal with 1:48 left
the game from 25 yards out.
The dramatic thing about Stouden's
roics wasn't the goal itself, which was
laced perfectly over the outstretched
of Rutgers goalie Megan McGonagle.
lere's more to it. Stouden is in her first
ar with JMU. She's a transfer — from
utgers. Athletes dream of biting the hand
t once fed them, but in Stouden's case,
e couldn't have asked for a happier ends'

in the positions they played in last year, so
it was different," Stouden said.
The Dukes dominated the first half
even though the game was scoreless at
intermission. JMU had eight shots on goal

in the contest.
Coach David Lombardo said, "We're
struggling a bit right now scoring goals
and getting good scoring opportunities.
We played a very strong first half, but we

Lombardo was pleased with the defensive
effort.
"I thought we played very well,"
Lombardo said. "We limited their opportunities. As soon as we'd win the ball back,
we started playing possession with it, and
that's what we've been working on."
The Dukes were somewhat hampered
by injuries to senior co-captain Aimee
Vaughan and senior Tasha Ellis, the
returning goal-scorer from last year's playoff.team. Ellis was limited to late second
half duties because of an injury to her leg.
Vaughan played much of the game but
was complaining of pain at the end of the
first half. She has a hyperextension problem in her knee that she suffered against
the University of Maryland Sept. 4 that
limits her kicking.
Vaughan was also satisfied with the
Dukes overall effort. "I think our biggest
weakness right now is finishing,"
Vaughan said. "We're doing everything
well, but we're not scoring when we can,
and that's our biggest problem.,"
The second half saw Rutgers come out
a little more aggressively, establishing
some ball control in the Dukes' half of the
field. The Scarlet Knights had shots on
goal compared to one in the first.
With such a tough effort on the part of
the Dukes, culminating in Christine
Stouden's unprecedented goal, the win can
only help the Dukes' confidence.
The Dukes' next play the University of
Richmond Spiders Sept. 16 at Reservoir
Street Field, 4 p.m.

She was so excited about it all that she

uldn't even remember how the play
eveloped.
"It feels amazing," Stouden said. "I
as wide open. Two girls came up to me,
Jut they were about five yards away."
er than that, Stouden couldn't rememr anything else about the play.
Not only did Stouden come back to
aunt her ex-teammates with her gameinning shot, she also helped JMU with
me information about Rutgers.
"I was like a spy, but a lot of the players
thought were going to play did not play

ERIN KELLY/contributing photographer

Junior midfielder Jodi Jacoby manuevers up-field against a Rutgers defender. The
Dukes kept the Scarlet Knights backpedaling all day before clinching the 1-0 win.

didn't finish. I think this win will go a long
way in helping to cure that."
Even though JMU had problems scoring goals, the team did perform relatively
well in other aspects. In particular,

compared to just one for the Scarlet
Knights at the end of the first half. In particular, Therese Wolden and Jodi Jacoby
had two near misses. Christy Yacono had
the closest miss of the game with 24:00 left

YOU DEMAND
$300
POWER,
SPEED,
AND MOBILITY.
WANT SOME CASH
TO GO WITH THAT?
>

■■

'■

■

MI

Save another

cash back*
Color StyleWriter* 4500

cash back

NOW$3I9**B(FO.E.EBATI

Power Macintosh* 6500/250
32/4GB/i2XCD/Multiple Scan 15AV
UfZip Drlve/Ethernet/Kbd
Now $2,169** ■con REBATE

$200

PowerBook* 1400CS/133

Now is the right time to get an Apple Power Macintosh or PowerBook.

i6/iGB/8XCDA2/n.3" DSTN display

cash back*

NOW $a,J99** BEFOUE BEBATE

Because in addition to getting the computer that lets you do more than
you can imagine, you can save big time. For a limited time, students are
eligible for special cash rebates.
*This is a limited time rebate coupon offer. See your Apple campus

$100

reseller today for complete details.

JMU Computer Program
JMU Bookstore, Warren Hall
Voice: (540) 568-3989 ' F«: (540) 568-7029
E-Mail: morrisjpOjmu.edu

roan* Sc^aaa^Ti* '*"'

cash back*
Power Macintosh* 4400/200

'Prices a availability subject to change without notice.

i6/2GB/8XCD/Multiple Scan 15AV/L2
Ethernet/Kbd

For eligible JMU faculty, staff a students only.

Now $2,018** wotf *am

- - ,
._ ,_ ,M M*. ~umad took the Apple toto, Mac. Macintosh. PoweniooK. Power Macintosh and SryleWrttf r ere retKteted Itedemaits ol Apple Computet. lnt- OneScanner end QukkTeM an trademarks ol Apple Compute., inc. Apple man*
JK^SToaoStuT'w,«rt*i*ejs3i«slest "*"" wbtacttoavailability. Void where prohibited by Urn See panklpatlne. reseller lot hjrthet rules and detain All Macintosh compute™ ate deslBned to be accessible to individuals wrth disability. To lean, more (U.S.

ore*). a» Hufcuutej « ^fco-ni-o*"-

/
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TOWN a CfiMPCIS
RECORDS

-^-

Mesquife Grided Foods
Family Fun Dining

Featuring Chlcken«Steaks»Ribs»Seafood

20 W. Water St.
Open Mon-Sat, 10:00-8:00
Sun, 12:00 5:00

i£k * Join us on Monday
nights for football at
J. Willobys

NEW RELEASES for TUESDAY:

KMRHWI

7\DAM SANDLER

Peel & Cat Shrimp 15c each
(All-U-Can Eat Crab Lea Sections $6.95
While Supplies Last!)

I

IVlARiAH CAREY

Specials on Willobys Starters: Featuring All
Your choice....
Your Favorite
Willobys Cheese Fries
Roadhouse Wings
Beverages and
Js Chicken Strips
Ham|me
Macho Nachos

Only $4.50

JARS OF CLAY
AND MORE!

specials!

574-3644 • 1221 Forest Hill RcL

Always low, low prices on New CDs & tapes!

433-5550

ng

Official

Company

December's coming soon!

Senior
Class
1997
9arri'4pm
September 15-17
*

Post Office Lobby

The only
way to
make four
years last
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VothytM
The Dukes went 2-1 this weekend in
the Larry Conrath/Kroger Bobcat
Invitational at Ohio University.
JMU (6-4) won their first match of the
tournament, defeating Ohio 15-4, 15-5
and 15-9. Lindsay Collingwood led the
Dukes in kills and digs. Collingwood
Shelley also led the Dukes w'*h a -480 attack perVienovich centa8eThe Dukes recorded more kills than
Ohio, totaling 43 to Bobcats' 39.
In their second match, the Dukes were overpowered by a University of Kentucky team in four games.
The Dukes won the second game 15-12 but dropped
the following games 15-13 and 15-10.
Collingwood again led the Dukes with 25 kills and
16 digs, and she was aided by Sara Kidd
who added 22 kills and 16 digs.
For her efforts, Collingwood was
named to the all-tournament team along
with Alaina Wilson.
JMU rebounded from the Kentucky
loss with a three game sweep of
Middle Tennessee State University.
The Dukes won 15-10, 15-11, 15-0. Collingwood
Shelley Vignovich led the Dukes with
11 kills.

The men's and women's cross country teams
wrapped up a successful weekend on the track, and so
did one of their coaches.
Former JMU stand-out and assistant cross country
coach Juli Henner finished third in the IAAF Grand Prix
women's one-mile race Saturday in Tokyo, Japan.
Henner, who ran a 4:40.92 mile, was one of 11 elite runners who were invited to Tokyo. Henner finished .67 seconds behind the first place time.
Henner's team also fared well this past weekend. The
women's "B" team finished sixth out of ten teams at the
University of Virginia Invitational with a total of 162
points.
Carin Ward finished 23rd in the 5,000 meter run while
Keisha Banks finished 26th.
The men's cross country team came away winners
from the UVa. Invitational, tallying 41 points to take
home the title.
Russ Coleman, Benjamin Cooke and Pat Anderson all
had strong races in the 8,000 meter run, all finishing in
the top ten.
Scott Davis, Ryan Mammen and David Spiller also
were strong contributers.
The men return to action Sept. 27 when they travel to
State College, Pa. for the Spiked Shoe Invitational. That
same weekend, the women travel to Williamsburg for the
Colonial Invitational.

ill Nave 1

The JMU women's golf team came away from the Lady
Monarch Invitational Tournament in Fayetteville, NC
with a fourth place finish this weekend.
The Dukes shot a combined score of 620, but it was
sophomore Julie Russum who was the story, as she finished tied for first.

Seth Friedman/senior artist
Russum shot a combined total of 147, as she ended the7
weekend dead-locked with UNC Greensboro's Summer
Phinney.
JMU's Kathryn Yard finished eight over par and in seventh place. Katherine Lott finished in 13th place for the
Dukes, while Danielle Zahaba's 157 put her in 21st place.
Erin Hobbs shot a 158, was 14 over par and finished the
weekend tied for 24th place.

* saved these

kids from drowning, but he's
not a lifeguard.
Verleeta Wooten found
several new stars, but
she's not an astronomer.

And Ivan Neal put out

a lot of fires, but he's
not a firefighter.
These are teachers. But to the
kids they reach, they're heroes.

BE A TEACHER. BE A HERO,
Call 1-800-45-TEACH.

HMOI tor vw Row

TEACH
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It's
About
Time
Wnti»hos*Jewelry*Colloctables

| Wee's Mace
W

1588 S. Main Street, Harrisonburg

gj

434-3003

FREE

Mow Open!
Specializing in Watches, Batteries, Cleaning &Repatrs
Fossil, Swiss Army, Sector and New & Collector Watches

DELIllER If I I20".. OH AH Fossil & Swiss Army Watches
40% Off All Sector Watches
We Buy & Sell

FRIDAY & SATURDAY BUFFET $9.95
$2.00 off with this coupon

(Nexl to Classic Cleaners, behind Valley Mall)
Store Hours: >!OV I III IIS 10AM-5PIH
llll 10AIH-6PIH SAT 10AM-5FW

171-C Neff Ave.

(540) 434-2625

offer good until Oct. 1, 1997

If

TIAACREF
Proven

Solutions
To L«»t
a Lifetime.

We take a lot of pride in gaining
high marks from the major rating

Write it down
instead.

services. But the fact is, we're
equally proud of the ratings we
get in the mail every day from
our participants. Because at
TIAA-CREF, ensuring the finan-

send your darts and pats to Opinion
or write a letter to the sditor.

cial futures of the education and
research community is something
that goes beyond stars and
numbers. So from traditional

ATTENTION
TOYOTA
OWNERS
and Other Japanese Imports

and variable annuities to life
insurance and personal savings
plans, you'll find we provide
the right choices-and the
dedication-to help you achieve
a lifetime of financial goals. The

Now Open for Business

rating services back us up. So

Import Service

Your Toyota Specialist
Ovtr 25 y«ora «xp«rt«iK«

does Bill.
To receive a free Personal

''V

Investing Kit, including charges

Robby Groome •David Pecon Mike Davis

and expenses, plus our variable

ASE Certified Master Technicians
•Personal Quality Service
at Reasonable Prices

annuity prospectuses, call us at
1 800 226-0147. Please read them
carefully before you invest or

•15K, 30K & 60K
Scheduled
Maintainance
•Brake Work'Tuneups*Timing Belts*
Repack Wheel
Bearings'All other
service and repair needs
1170 Virginia Ave., Harrisonburg

(540)433-6051
Hours: 8-5 Mon-Fri

send money.
www.tiaa-cref.org

Ensuring the future
for those who shape it.'
•Sowce Mcmingstar. Inc . June 1*77 Mncungstat wan independent**:vice tha' ralM mutual lunda and variable annumei The; p :0v i! lunda IB in invest-: I
. iqauB)
next225%leeeivelourstars Mominustar proprietary ratings leftscthuuincalnsx adjustedperformance/ and arc nuniect '■• ch.a:xje >rv,*r y mend lii»-vaie ?a.cuiausdMom ;hc K
ten year average lnnui
r.tsuiv bill HOIIM s«U> apocopclaaa fee ad-jslments and a ft*
-'toimsnce l#tow ^Odav Ttiili I*<IUI:UI Tt» .»:!.: star
ratings reK'iier ibove are Mornirigstai s publish^ lalings wh*-n ars .veignu^ average* c;
. .a: ratings tor ; ■
luna. 30 1W? Tnp aaptliw
iLngi
: via ate
Period

CREF Stock
Account
Stai Rating, Number
ol Domestic Equity
Accounts Rated
4 1-123
4 924
4 441

Ht. 42 North, ncii to Neighbor* Enon

10% OFF
WITH JMU ID

3Yeer
5Yeat
lOYeat

CREF Bond
Markst Account
SMi Ranng Number
ol Fixed Income
AjL-ounts Rated
4 566
4 364
N A

CREF Social
Choice Account
Stai Rating, Number
ot Domestic Equity
Accounts Rated
4. 14i3
4 924
N A

■•These top raunya lie Dswed en TlAAi exceptional financial Kreng-.h -.aim* nayitKj ability M
flAA '7REF Individual and IrsmutntJl Service* For more complete ..-uoimai
■

CREF Global
Equities Account
Stai Rating Number ol
illtemaucna) Equity
Accounts Rated
I

5/168
N A

CREF Equity
Index Account
Stai Rating, Number ol
MDG Equity
Accounts P.aleo
423
N A
N A

CREF Growth
Star Rating Numbet si
DoiuHtic £ j
Accounts P.ated
5 :423
N A
N A

"^ CREFjafrtulicausi v*
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CLOVE CIGARETTES

TIME OUT
SPORTS GRILL
at

Monday, Sept. 15. 1997

TYE DYE T-SHIRTS
YPES OF

Lanes

GGARETTES, B
TYE DYED TAPESTRIES

Best place in the 'burg to watch football,
NCAA, b-ball, NBA, NHL via satellite '

ADULT NOVELTIES & MOVIES
■ i mini ii i HUH m n i minium ii 11| | mm,,,,,,,,,

MONDAY THRU SATURDAY 10 A.M. - 9 P.M.
SUNDAY 1P.M.-6 P.M.

Williamson Hughes
1/2 price pixza Monday nights
Play NTN Trivia QB One
Friday night Ladies Night 6-9pm

Pharmacy & Home Health
In House Charge Accounts may be established to
be paid directly by your parents

$3.00 off a new or transferred
prescription with this ad

1/2 price appetizers
Matie'Cord

Cosmic Bowling coming soon.

434-8721

VISA

The Student's Pharmacy
HOURS M-F 8:30-6:00

Sat 9:00-12:00
434-2372
434-8650
1021 South Main Street, Harrisonburg (Beside JM's)

•
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Y )ii arc Invited t<

Our Food
Is All
Made«To»Order.
533 University Blvd. • 574-3072
1825S. Main St. • 574-3178

Making it easier everyday!

in lh<

Harrisonburg Baptist
Church College Chorale
Auditions will be held Monday-Wednesday.
Sept. 22-24. from 4-6pm at the church.
501 S. Main St.
For more information contact
David Williams, Minister of Music:
433-2456 or 434-3997

Be a part of an exciting
performing ensemble with
a church affiliation!

HAIR.TANNING
and NAIL SALON
498G University Blvd.
(Across from Costco)

CBS 564-2770
TANNING SPECIALS
One Session
Six Sessions
12 Sessions
20 Sessions
30 Sessions
1 month unlimited.

$3.00
$10.00
-....$27.00
$38.00
$48.00
$35.00

SALON SPECIALS
HAIRCUTS
PERMS
Colors, Highlights
Deep Conditioning
Manicures
Facial Waxings

~..$7.50
,...$30.00
$30.00
$4.00
$8.00
$4.00

MUST HAVE COUPON
EXPIRES 10127197

THINK AHEAD. APPLY TODAY. CALL l«800'CITIBANK
1997 Cuib.irik 'Souili D.ik< I

.ci Min conditions .ind exclusions apply DeuiH prov

-

;.

COMICS
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Here On Planet EarthAScott Trobaugh
I F^MeU^ed WHefJ y0o'b fMvt
To «OTD 4 ctf S DIFFERENT
PLACKTZ) 6FT ALLOF YOUR
TOtf CblAh B>/C12 f^^SCSi-Y UEEt>

*

— keep tocwr/6 Titeo&tf
THtr fK£Eze-CKiEb STUFF TM
^OJNC TO TV* OP Sc*AF FRESH
c~o2 CoWEj^iotf oNrrc IN AISLE3-67HEY, -SKIP

<

^TCx*c INTHESe-TtAce^ HA-5

Airboard \/oe Booc & In Kwang Kim
V
W/ K0OMI6S,
I'/W /IIRSO^RJ)/

yrang Blowout^;
ALL '97 Models
Must & Will GO!

*'

•'97 Dodge Caravan
Only 3 left!

•'97 Dodge Stratus
Only I left!

•*97 Dodge Neon
Only I left!

•*97 Chrysler Concord
Only I left'

•'97 Grand Am
Only I left!

•'97 Pontiac Sunfire
Only 2 left!

Hurry in While They Last
NO Reasonable Offers Refused!!!
Now Taking Orders For the Fantastic
Brand New *98 Dodge Durango!!
Call and ask for Bruce Webb
1-540-942-5131 ext 25
Berrang Pontiac-Cadillac-Oldsmobile-GMC-Chrysler-Plymouth-Dodge
Second Chance
Financing Available

1221-25 W. Main St.
Waynesboro,VA 22980

Second Chance
Financing Available

27
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THINGS TO DO WITH SCISSORS.
Do the right thing.
Cut out these

/

MasterCard Exclusives
coupons and present

coupon

them along with your
MasterCard' card and
you'll cut costs on all
kinds of good stuff. Which
feels a lot better than a

i

sharp stick in the eye.

i

MasterCard

Exclusives
FOR COLLEGE

.»•

E R N E R

USA

ON ANY PURCHASE OF $70 OR MORE
I'se HHII Master! ard*card and save '
vour pun ha»e of J"" of more Fur the store
nearest vou .all 1-800-853-2920

...
If* «>.•*» 1***C1

■

'.

■

z

■

Pay less Sh»eS«urce
$2 OFF
ntaandaawll
|

.r iw »hi'i:

• I' cad Fot
I BOO ..isnoi (-i63)

ja- »xl coven" aw I'
n»»**lU*ilfCao-i#il Coafiuwa wai*'<»
a porona on taaa» m a-iww *> «»a o» :»«■
WMB vacaa'eaaasaesan-aaaa

mm
SAVE 56

RECEIVE A CAP
OR A PUTTER
WITH PURCHASE OF SAO OR MORE

Gel jusi ihe li»>k you need when you shop n
Bed tan ft Beyond." Use your Mason
card and save 16an your purchaseol 120or
mure For locations nearest you, call

WITH A PURCHASE OF ANY MEDIUM OR
LARGE PIZZA

OHei and coupon >mc 8W 'o 12/31/9' "in ■ I
K mao* win a MasterCard' cam OKo available oni, a parnaeat
,ng Go" US* awes Coupon must be presents
ouponper purchase OttertriayriolbecorTfiinedaranaiiy
utter (Mcoix a otter VomwWe

OHnaidcoiaoniMilleVlM'laU'31/9' tVctiasemiSlbenwle
**. i MasetrCartl" card Coupon must be presented at tune ol
purchase Omy one to a customer tint valid *iin any cffrotiei Not
rxirchase ol girt ceitilicates Cjlpnuon ■ Alt Clad
•m wKIUDS' ptoducts Oiw v»o «<tn pnitiM

IO« COUIGI

Sate im the rxmcM music ami minir- cm (U\ - "KI II find
llnKisamlMiK IX mi nics and ia\>cttc-N IVniuf MlsU'rtjrit'
card at |unMi|iann)ttiKaiiiinMiisave- 20% no am CDn u>etir
rritulaih. pnmlat I"1»i» menu-imam nrleiirrnuLld\ pmril
JI |1 'M m morr
n> « nan we tw to iinw rvan «a K
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i st- \niir MasicrCard*card n»r dim' in.
(jrrvoul iw (tfltvrrs .11 Pi//j Hui*

1800 GO-BEYOND
; s
more .u nan i
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and rertrre nw dhuta ' ■< I KI- i: cap from am
cif tin- di() name- in ptf, such a* Nie!
Tavlu Wade" and more. c» fp i FREE purler
(upioa$20va
• •

20% OFF

a\Ny CD. CASSETTE OR VIDEO

ONE FREE PERSONAL
PAN PIZZA9

ON A PURCHASE OF S20 OR MORE

I se.yi

Lhuwchmhundredi I

©"'

BED BATH &

E W YORK
SAVE 20%

and receive j FREE Personal Pan Pwa
■/hen rau purchase am medium or
large ptzn

JI

SAVE $10

tegular menu pm c

0*i and coupon valid svilW lo I?/3IW Purchase must U
made •*> a MasloC»0- cud «twe ctedil cams <p accepted 0*r
available only at turv oat.nc: Pun MuT locations Coupon must
tepesertedallirneol purchase Limit one coupon pa party pet vail
oi order Oder may not be combined aim any other discount or
oiler Limited delivery area De »«iF charges rnay apply 1/VO cent
cash redemption value
©iWPuaHu.it
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VIDEO GAME
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BOOZ ALLEN?

DON'T MISS OUT!
Yearbook pictures for the
1998 BLUESTONE...

BECAUSE YOU HAVE
EXTRAORDINARY
EXPECTATIONS.
Expect extraordinary things from a
career with Booz Allen & Hamilton,
Inc., one of the world's largest
management and technology consulting •
firms From more than 80 offices
around the globe, we're driving innovation, providing strategy, systems, and
technology services to public and
private-sector clients on six continents. ,generating sales of $1.3 billion
and creating professional opportunities as distinctive and dr.ven as the
overachievers we actively seek.

September 22-26
Sept. 29-Oct.3
October 6-10
Mondays l-6pm
Tues-Fri 10am-6pm
/Taylor Room 30JT

Visit the Career Placement Office while we re
on campus:
•Tuesday, September 16th: Resume Drop-Off
•Thursday, October 9th: Information Session
•Tuesday, October 14th: Interviews
Opportunities currently exjst in our McLean, VA headquarters office
and other selected cities for recent undergraduates and graduates
with BS Degrees in Electrical Engineering, Computer Science
MIS or other related areas. You'll select from a wide range of highly
visible opportunities in information technology, telecommu
nications, defense & national, transportation, environment
Best
& energy for business, industry and government. We offer
Places
very competitive salaries and comprehensive benefits.
Equal Opportunity Employer.

ill

www.bah.com/wtb/careers.html

STUFF OH
SALE!

questions?
callx6541
/

Awful Arthurs

IMHAI^OOI*

C-OWIHII

30 W. Water St.
Harrisonburg, VA
433-9874

NIGHTLY SPECIALS

Tanya Donelly
Forest For the Trees
Goldfinger
Leann Rimes
Smash Mouth

TUESDAY NIGHTS: 2 lbs of crab legs for the price
of 1 lb-plus live entertainment
,
* Tues, Sept 16-Genre-10 pm-No cover!

WEDNESDAY NIGHTS: 25<t Oysters
*Jimmy O-lOpm
THURSDAY NIGHTS: Bucket Night

I

TONS OF STUFF ON SALE!
- i

MONDAY NIGHT FOOTBALL: Free appetizers
at Halftime-Great Prizes

'.CASH FOR YOUR MUSIC!
'. TRY BEFORE YOU BUY! .
1790-96 East Market Street (Kroger Shopping Center)
Mon.- Sat. 10 AM - 9 PM • Sun. 12 PM - 6 PM • 434-9999

• Thurs, Sept 18-Laughing Song& Dance-10 pm-No cover!

SUNDAYS: Brunch, 11AM-3PM
Prime Rib and Crab Legs-2nds on us
JALBEVERAGES
sonburg's one and only RAW Bar.
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CLASSIFIEDS
FOR RENT

FOR SALE

House - 4BR, two blocks from
jMU. basement. Call 433-2126.

Graat Investment property - 3BR
brick
ranch
in
city.
Low
maintenance. On JMU bus route1
Buy now 4 rent fast for fall term.
Quick possession. $124,900. Call
today. (540)434 4768.

Brand new 4BR, 4 bath TH - For
lease, close to campus. Available
immediately. Individual leases. Call
432-5525.
Brand naw apt. available Sublease starting Jan. 1998.
Located in new College Park-Ashby.
1st floor. $265/mo. For more info.
call 574-4696.
University Placa - 4BR apta.
Furnished or unfurnished. Apple
Real Estate Inc. (540)433-9576.
Room for rant ASAP! Must be
responsible & respectful! Excellent
location for students. 1210 S.
Main St. Call 432 6328 for info.
Sub-lease Jan.-Aug. - Southview.
new apt. Rent negotiable. Travis.
801-O215.
Luxury loft condo - At Hunter's
Ridge or Forest Hills townhome.
$l,3O0/mo. Available June 1998.
Call
Jordan.
564-1388.
owner/agent.
Room - Mala, non-smoking, near
JMU. Includes heat/electric/water,
kitchen, laundry. 434-0840.
Madison Manor - 3BR. 2 full
baths. 3rd floor unit with cathedral
ceilings & fireplace. $600/mo.
includes water, sewage & trash
removal. Call Ginger at Funkhouser
Property Management, 434-5150.

Graat shoes for Fall! Gift & Thrift.
227 N Mam.
Magic cards - All kinds. Blue,
white, black & red decks. Also
artifacts. 433-3087.
Special for Sept. - 25% off Hemp
products. Inner Reflections. 93 E.
Elizabeth St., 432*185. $5 off full
body massage.

Jess' Quick Lunch needs
waitresses 4 cooks. 1-2 yrs
availability
preferred.
No
experience needed. Apply in
person. 22 S. Main St.
$1,500 weekly potential mailing
our circulars. For info call
(202)452 5940.
Help Wanted - Earn up to
S500/wk. assembling products at
home. No experience. Info. (504)
646-1700 Dept. VA-4806.
Wanted - Cooks, bus drivers (21
or over w/CDL) & math tutors for
the Virginia Kickers Apprenticeship
Soccer Club. Please call Bob
Lennon. 432 7988.

Macintosh Imagewrlter printer Excellent condition. Make offer
Call Dana, 433-0769.

Part-time help needed - Flexible
hours. Call Daniel's Imprinted
Sportswear at 434-4240. Ask for
John.

NEC Ready mini tower computer Pentium 75 with 16MB of RAM.
Network card already installed. 15'
monitor (.28 Pitch). 564 1747.

Real experienced horse person to
groom & exercise show horses.
Oak Manor Farms. 234-8101.

Power Mac Performa - 6115CD.
CD-Rom. 15" monitor, modem,
software. Ideal for home or school
work. $800. Call Jeremy for more
info. 433-8826.

Harrisonburg marketing office Earn up to $12/hr. Immediate
opening
for
dependable,
enthusiastic person. Part-time
evenings. Call (540)434-7290.

HELP WANTED

The JMU Women's
Lacrosse Club
Is looking for a coach. No

Spring Break! Free travel/highest
commissions. Jamaica. Cancun.
Bahamas, Barbados, Florida &
morel Eat. drink, party free!
SunSplash Tours. (800)426-7710.'

experience necessary, merely a
coaching attitude. Call Patty or

Kim at 801-8264.

Have you been a staff
writer for The freeze for
at least one semester?
Do LJOU want to become a
senior writer?

Free T-shirt + $1,000 - Credit
Card fundraisers for fraternities,
sororities A groups. Any campus
organization can raise up to
$1,000 by earning a whopping
$5/VISA application. Call (800)
932-0528 x65. Qualified callers
receive free T-shirt.
Superstar students needed! Earn $
signing up classmates for our credit
cards. Opportunity to advance to
campus manager involving hiring &
training. No car required. Must be
outgoing & aggressive! Flexible
hours & great income! Call Lori at
(800)592-2121 xl30.

SERVICES
National DJ Connection - Great
party music since 1985! Call 4.330360.
Rocktown Entertainment - For all
parties/formals. 433 0103 or
crownmall com/rocktown
SCash for colleges - Grants &
scholarships available from
sponsors! Great opportunity. Call
now. (800)5328890.
NOTICE
For more Information and
assistance regarding the
Investigation of financing
business opportunities & work at
home opportunities, contact the
Better Business Bureau Inc.,

at 1 800 533 5501.
Will do all your sewing needs &
ironing. Call 432-2301.
Horse Boarding - Many trails,
riding ring, large pastures. Riding
lessons available to boarders.
26*2273

WANTED
Exotic dancers wanted - Male and
female. Call (304)249-5068.
Roommate wanted to share 3BR
townhouse. $250 including
utilities. Close to campus. Call
5744243.

PERSONALS
Lowest prices! Imprinted T-shirts,
banners, promotional items, etc.
CCRU 4333734 ccru9rlca.net
Sport Cards - Game Cards.
Baseball. Basketball. Football.
Hockey, Star Wars. Magic, etc.
Buy/Sell. #1 shop in Valley. Dukes
Sportscards. Dukes Plaza. 2355
S. Main. Phone 433 DUKE.

Do you have a housing
problem & don't know
where to turn?
e-mail the Center For
Off-Campus Living at:
comnvcorr@jmu.edu
Skydlvel Experience the thrill!
skydiveorange.com. (540)942
3871. Ask about JMU discounts.
Attention Singles! Call the Date
Solution
to
meet
single
men/women in your area.
(900)776-5457
ext.
27.
$2.95/min. 18+ yrs.
Freshmen - Bring your car to JMU.
Parking next to JMU. 433-2126.

Adoption - Loving couple wishes
to adopt infant. Happy, secure
home with full-time mom. We can
help each other. Please call Dian &
Joe at (800)579-1860 or collect.
(703)83CH341.

SHAC up with us!
Become a part of a team of
student advocates to the
University Health Center. Join
the Student Health Advisory
Council! First Informational
meeting Is September 16 at
S p.m. In Room 8 of the
University Health Center. For
more Info, call Nancy at x7813
or check us out at
www.Jmu.edu/healthctr.
Incest Survivor Support Group Confidential. Call x2831 for time &
place. Ask for Knstina.
Rape Survivor Support Group Confidential Call x2831 for time &
place. Ask for Knstina.
AMI loves you. Meg and Reagan!
-Paula

To place a classified ad in
The Breeze,

please come
to The Breeze office in the
basement of AnthonySeeger Hall, weekdays from
8 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Classified ads cost $2.50
for the first 10 words, and
$2 for each additional 10
words. Boxed ads are $10
per column inch.

Do you have a
love/hate relationship
with Greek life?
You have a forum in

OK
Send a coverletter
and 3-5 clips to:
Kristen Heiss
The Breeze
Gl Anthony-Seeger Hall
M6C680?
James Madison University
Harrisonburg, VA 22807

Due Monday, Sept. 22,5 p.m.

See Opinion page 11
for details!
Get Published in JMU's
student newspaper!
Be a Breeze reported
Come to the basement of
Anthony-Seeder Hall and
talk to the editors.

-t
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